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FIPSE Mid-Year Report (FY 76)
Parkersburg Community College

PREFACE

This is a mid-year report on a project funded by the Fund for Improve-

ment of Postsecondary Education (FIPSE) in collaboration with Parkersburg

Community College. The project has been one of the most rewarding areas of

experimentation in which this institution has engaged. It is for this

reason and in this spirit that this report has been prepared. Though it

is only an interim or mid-point analysis, the results of the project have

been coming so quickly and they have been so germane to the basic assumptions

originally involved, that it was decided to make of this report a major point

of evaluation and assessment.

Raul Reyes January, 1977
7roject Director
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INTRODUCTION

Section One

Philosophical Base of Project

There is an important philosophical base by which this project operates

and by which it was conceived as a project in the first place. This base is

simply stated--postsecondary education must be relevant to people's problems

and their efforts to function in society. More particularly, oostsecondary

education must help to make of its recipients Effective producers and workers

within their society. This is not to say that postsecondary must do only

that, but it must have this as one of its supremely important aims by which

it functions.

There is no doubt whatsoever that a principle such as described above

would be challenged by many in the business of education beyond the high

school level. At the meeting of FIPSE project directors in Zion, Illinois,

such objection was made abundantly clear.

The objection seems to center about the question which asks, just what

is the aim and purpose of postsecondary education anyway? What are the aims,

what are the objectives of this segment of our educational effort? With one

group, the answer is a subjective one, based on traditional answers which in

one fern or another amount to the same thing viz., it is the aim of post-

secondary to educate the public so they may become more effective members of

a democratic society.

With yet another group, among which the architects of the present project

count themselves, the answer is differentviz., to serve the needs of the

community and through tnat, the needs of society and this country.



With the first group, the answer assumes a prescriptive attitudeor

"we know what makes an effective member of society and we will educate you

to become so.' The second group, assumes that yet another ques- ion has to

be asked--viz., "what do you feel you need to becIme an effective member

of society."

With the first group, there is faithfulness to a predetermined set of

values and principles which they feel have been proven. To educate a

society at the postsecondary level is to introduce this society to these

values and principles.

With the second group, there is a faithfulness to the indiviaual's

lity to analyze his needs and to voice them with effectiveness and even

wisdom.

Neither group, it is fair to say, is willing to discount the value of

its opposite. Indeed, both groups agree on the value of both approaches.

So the question becomes a problem from quite another direction mainly, how

much influence will each view be allowed when it comes to 1) the courses to

be taught, 2) the guiding principles by which the content of each course is

organized and developed, and 3) the method by which it is taught.

group which believes in the subjective and prescripti4e approach

;usually the more traditional university view in the more classical mold),

would give a different answer to each of the three points above than would

the more pragmatic group which believes in serving society's needs.

Che courses taught are the courses which historically have been taught

the courses that experience and tradition have snown any well educated

0.4
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person should takethe first group would say. Furthermore, this roup

would say for the second point that the content and development of each

_course should follow a rather obvious pattern--viz., teach the theoretical

principles of the subject involved and make clear the values, theoretical

as well as philosophical, of the larger discipline in which it falls.

Thirdly, in the case of method, the same group would say, follow that

pattern, be it lecture or discussion (both is considered even better), that

will exercise the mind and will guarantee the student's mastery through the

understanding of the theoretical principles involved.

In fact, one should note quite emphatically at this point that unless

the pattern indicated by the answers above can be followed, it is difficult to

make of any area a potential "course" for credit at any postsecondary

institution of the classical mold. Marrice Grosser in The Painter's ac

was one of the first to point this out to the academic community when he

wrote that not until the school of Modern Art came into being did a university

actually begin teaching art and givina a degree in it--mainly, because in

the entire history of art as a craft, art as a skill, no other art movement

nad been able to satisfy the necessity the universities have for construct

ting course content upon "theoretical principles" which can be listed,

step by step, and which, once put together, the subject can be studied

and mastered. Up to this time, according to Grosser, artists had been

taught by Guilds and by the masters themselves, and they learned--not by

theorybut by "doing", by "imitation which led to intuitive rather than

theoretical understanding".

Thus, to take what may seem a facetious example (but which really is



not), if one wished to offer a course in the skill of "walking". the act

or skill of walking would first have to be reduced to a set of theoretical

and sequential series of action, each of which would have to be explained

in terms of the physical laws of movement and, each of which would have to

be explained particularly in the larger context of Locomotion of which it

is a sub-part. The example is a deliberate one in that at least one

t-inker and writer of some renown was known to have said of walkingthat

ii anyone were to try to walk by following such a series of detailed

instruction, he would probably fall flat on his face. Yet another well

known author, in this case a philosopher, was known to have described

walking gloomily as man's simple attempt "to keep from falling". Imagine,

the content -both philosophical and scientific--that such a course on

walking could generate with such raw material on which to base it.

There is bias perhaps in this example, but it is intentional and

serves to describe, for this report, what has already been said by others

where university traditions in education are concerned mainly, that they

are in need of reexamination and, more importa5c, regeneration.

The point here is most serious, however. For with the group that is

involved in this project, the group that seeks to educate society based on

its needs, there is no course, including walking, that they would not

consider. The answer with this project when it comes to the same three

questions and the areas of concern, therefore, are different--vastly

different. In answer to the first area what courses should be taught--

the answer would be those that society wants taught, as much as possible.

Of course, in the case of this project the term "society" would have to be



replaced with the term "industrial personnel in the surrounding plants".

In answer to the second--how should it be structured or organizedthe

answer would be--so that it has imnediate, if possible (indirect at least,

if not), application aria influence upon the effectiveness of the student

both at his work in the plant and as an individual who happens to be

working in a plant. In case of the third area--what method of teaching

--the answer would beone-to-one, person -to- persor where he can progress

t his own rate and in his own way of learning.

Here then in a nutshell is the project's philosophical base. But

this is more than a project to take education to those who have been

deprived of it in the past;even though this is, indeed, a major contribution

this project has made thus far and will surely continue to make.

But implications are more far-reaching than this. What about the

whole of education and its committment to theory learning which this project

challenges? Take for example, a most commonplae courseEnglish Composition.-

Why is it that in plant after plant, from top management on down to the most

routine of line worker, the answer to the question "what do you need" time

after time, begets the answer "I need to learn to write."

Have these people, many college graduates themselves, forgotten what

they have learned? Or were they ever taught to write? Perhaps they were

taught the theory" of writing. Could this be the problem?

As teachers, many professional educators can recall the effort that

has to be made in classroom after classroom, subject after subject, to



make the subject matter come alive by the well known appeal that inevitably

starts with "One of these days, you will be faced with the problem ofetc.,

etc." And so, off the class and instructor will go, both holding hard to a

lesson that has already begun to defeat itself with the admission that it

is not timely, it is not relevant, it is not applicable, but is based,

instead, on the idea that "one of this days", it might be!

This project, in turn, has taken the request "we need to learn to write"

and enrolled the student in the traditional English Composition course.

But there the similarity ended because the course was restructured and

developed based on the student's need at his work fcr the writing skill he

requested. Thus, a theme on Analysis with introduction and conclusion in

the classroom became a theme on Analysis of a production control manager's

problems with excessive product rejection due to "Engineering Error".

There is no "One of these days you will--" approach in any form in the

approach. The hard, sometimes grim reality of the actual existence of the

subject becomes a vehicle for almost unbelievable energy, enthusiasm, and

quality of work.

Yet what do these findings on the part of this project have to say,

about the way the same course is being taught back on campus and on thousands

of other campuses. This has given the project personnel much food for thought

see Impacts of the Project below).

Multiply this one example by the many other course work this project

has designed and taught plant personnel, and one will begin to have an idea

Of why the personnel of this project feel so excited and inspired by the
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work being done. Then--iuA to round the picture even fuller in terms

of the project's value to this school--consider what all this would do and
has done to the

instructional personnel who themselves have had to adapt.
to change, and at times even to abandon past procedures--in order to make
all the instructional

success this projEr:t has enjoyei, a reality. What
of the impact upon them and their development an educators?

In a following
section, entit'ed Impacts of the Project, there are

reactions and assessments from the instructors themselves, which are
important to include in a report such as this. For the project has. indeed,
made an impact on many areas -with plant personnel, including the highest
level of management; with plant workers, many of who now question why they
cannot have course work such as this in all their other college work that
they would like to pursue; and within the community at large, itself.

s.



Section Two

Current Status and Expected Outcomes of Project

Currently, the project has finished its first semester's program. The

strategy followed was based on making initial announcements of the project

through brochure and leaflet material, describing the basic thrust and

purpose of the project, first. Then following this with a series of

counseling sessions at which time all interested plant personnel were given

a chance to ask questions and gain further information. And, finally,

setting a starting date for enrollment and for classes begin.

All the planning and the step by step detail which was needed to

implement this procedure and which resulted in the launching of the project

as well as the christening of the program as "Industrial Campus" or "Ind-

Camp" for short--is described in Newsletters #1 and #2 found in the Appendix.

Anyone interested in the problems of starting such a project as this and in

the specific step by step detail should read these letters. The problems

were interesting and varied, but more particularly they were "sensitive".

For example, the suspicion on the part of plant personnel regarding manage-

ment's motives in this kind of activity. Or, for that matter, the heavy

and quite cautious way academic and industrial managers meet for the first

time. Some of these problems and more are described in the section entitled

Problems Encountered in Project which follows.

Nevertheless, the important points were accomplished--viz., the activ-

ities of counseling, enrollment, and actual instructiun were launched, and

they were launched on schedule. More specifically, however, the current

status of the project can be described in terms of th actual grant. For

example, on page 5 of the grant proposal, it was made clear what the intended
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outcomes of the project were supposed to be, if funded. In order to establish

the intended outcomes, a nine-point project was developed. Following is a

reproduction of this section of the grant, including the nine-point project

to implement outcomes.

Ne following is an excerpt from p. 5, 6, and 7 of the

original grant proposal entitled Program to provide in-

dustry workers with postsecondary educa iona op tunities

and funded under Grant Number G007

Statement of Intended Outcomes

Urban plant workers should be able to use every

available free hour from their work for instruction, if

they wish to use time this way. Furthermore, they need

to be able to get such instruction without actually having

to attend college with its regular time frame and tradi-

tional classroom schedules.

To do this Education must be taken to them. It is

the aim of this proposal to do just that--to furnish them

with facilities and materials for learning opportunities

that will be located directly at the scene of their

employment.

In order to effect the outcome described above, the

college wishes to implement the following nine-point

project:

1) Establish a laboratory for instruction in each

major industrial plant in the area willing to

cooperate,

2) Staff this laboratory with instructors and

materials and equipment equal to same at main

campus,

3) Allow plant workers to drop in for instruction

at any time as allowed and as arranged by their

companies,

4) Allow study in blocks of time as needed and as

allowed by each plant,

5) Allow the plant worker to progress at his own

rate,
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6) Modify the materials for each individual
worker so that he may skip items in which he
can show competency and engage those he needs
to master,

7) Make his work a matter of record, and grant
official credit for what he accomplishes,
whenever such credit applies,

8) Coordinate work attempted in laboratory with
work being done at the plant whenever possible.
Thus, shop mathematics as a course can be artic-
ulated with the use of shop math in the worker's
skill area, etc.,

9) Coordinate additional course offerings suggested
by the plant and design other instruction to fit
needs of plant management. Thus, if a course in
writing of memorandums is needed for supervisory
staff, such a course will be designed with tive
company's special needs as base.

Specifically, the college hopes to accomplish an improve-
ment not only in basic academic skills but also in professional
and on-the-job skills. The following short-term objectives,
therefore, will be expected:

1) A significant improvement in the basic language
skills such as reading and writing, of the plant
workers involved,

2) A significant improvement in the basic computational
skills of the plant workers involved,

3) A significant improvement in their potential for
furthering their formal education.

The college also expects to accomplish the following long-
term objectives:

1) A significant increase in plant workers willing to
engage in formal study designed for their profes-
sional growth and personal self- improvement,

2) A significant difference in the kind of programs
and kind of work which the student will experience

so that his education becomes more significant to
his job,
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A significant change in instructional methods
and educational philosophy by which courses are
taught and designed so that the education of
the student becomes more of a "work" or "job"
related experience,

As a result of the items above, a significant
increase in the programs, both occupational
and/or college parallel at this college.

The objectives above, both short and long-term, are
predicated on what this college thinks is a vigorous but badly
needed departure from tradition. This is not a simple
extension of the college's usual programs. The college
has accomplished this kind of expansion very well already
in its recently developed centers which are serving the
outer reaches of the eight county area. What the college
is trying to do with this project is to effect a change
in its traditional system. And what it hopes to accomplish
in doing so, is a different colution for meeting old problems.

lend of excerpt]

At this mid-point period, the status of the project can best'be

described by reference to the objectives and aims described above.

For example, the project has successfully completed the first eight (8)

points of the nine-point project to date as the following point by point

discussiin will show. The ninth or final point, in turn, is the basis for

all the planning being done for the second semester's work which is supposed

to follow immediately (February 1, 1977 will be the first day of instruction).

Point by point, this status of the Project at present, therefore, is

as follows:

Point #1 Objective: Location of Laboratory Established

Brick office and conference room used by Walker Parkersburg
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was assigned as site of laboratory. Chairs, tables, filing

cabinets, and shelves were made available. See story on

Little Red School House reproduced in Appendix, (as the

laboratory became known).

Point #2 Objective: Staffing of Laboratory

Iwo full-time instructors and one on-site Director/Counselor

were hired and materials were given them. In addition, the

instructors were given specialized instruction and equipment

equal to that used at main campus. See biographies and

credentials of all FIPSE personnel, including instructors,

prepared especially for this report in the Appendix. Also

see evaluation and discussion of materials used in project

section entitled Evaluation where evaluation occurs in

part on materials.

Point #3 and #4_Objectives: Plant Workers Schedules

As the following weekly schedule distribution of instructional

time will show, plant workers were allowed to pick their time.

Choices by workers clustered mostly in the latter part of

the day so that instructors continued until late. Most students

chose to split their weekly instructional time into two visits

rather than take one long session. This worked best for plant

operation as well.

Point #5 Objective: Progress at Worker's Own Rate

Students absorbed material at different rates of learning as it
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was almost certain they would. But not all of the difference

in rate came from ability to absorb material more rapidly.

Some of it cane from students' desire to do more work. in

certain cases, additional time, therefore, was actually spent.

This posed a problem in efficient use of instructors' time in

that students desiring additional work made necessary instruc-

tors' additional guidance. Much of this, however, was solved

by the use of the materials involved. Since much of the

writing instruction was in slidettape presentation forillat,

arrangements were made where this kind of independent study

could be done as "extra" effort by those wisning to progress

faster. All in all, it spoke well of the enthusiasm of the

students for the instruction.

lowing is a record of the number of hours taken by each

student to complete a given course with a column to identify

the average time considered necessary for the course (Figures i,ii).

Point 06 Objective: Modify Material to Ship Unnecessary Instruction

The material used in the project had been developed for use in

an Individualized Learning Center on which the plant laboratory

in this project was modeled. The material has seouential objec-

tives and tasks with opportunity and procedures built-in for

students to skip any part with which they are familiar. In the

case of Report Writing, for example, it was noted that many mid-

management administrators could skip much of the material dealing

with basic paragraph structure and sentence development, but
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rir,IAL 1

CLASS HOURS RD.:UIRC.D BY STUOE:NT, HOURS CREDiT, AND

STANDARDS FOR HOU;,' RE(JUIREO MIkMALLY To COMPLEM CutAW,

Walker/Parkersburg
* a CI;U college credit

Course S'tuden, Hours Lo Credil

Nome Complete Hours*
Standard
Hours

Shop Math i Christopher 3'1 30

Shop Math I Corbtrl 30

Shop Moth I C. Domigan 271i 30

Prohlem Sol iriq A. Hadfield 21.9 2a 20

'Problem 3olving A. McClain 271, 2a 20,-

Problm :4olvtng M. Plassmeyer 22k, 2a 20

Problem VI El' F. Washington 20

:.eport Writing D. Miller 30 20

Peport Writing J. Wareheim 27L2 2a 20

1 Writing Walker 11)1/2 2a 20

3usiness Communication D. CUmpSLon 2614 30

3--sine-ss Communication J. Wright 30 3a 30

E. Diehl 30 3a 30

R. Twyman 131, 3.1 30

Special Problems
in Writing

G. Radabaugh 30.75 3a 30

Special Problems
in Language Study

L. Mays 22 20

Special Problems J. Ankrome 301-2 3a 30

Report Writing
and Design

0. Hutchinson 2512 2b 30

Technical Writing D. Coull 35% 3b 45
Technical Writing M. Parsons 36 3b 45

Business Communication Youny 2b 30

Composition M. Beckert 284 3b 45

Composition C. Halstead 36 ib

Composition L. Phillips 33 3b 45

Composition C. Sandy 261/2 3b 45
composition T. Sodders 4ri

Shop Math R. Hendricks 30 3b 45

Shop Math t L. Stewart 24 3h 45



FIGURE ii

CLA:S HOURS REQUIRED BY STUDENT, HOURS CREDIT, AND
STANDARDS FOR HOURS NORMALLY REQUIRED TO COMPLETE COURSE
American Cyanamid

Name

Special Problems
in Writing

_jai_ Problems
riting
ial Problems

in Writ_in A

Special Problems
in Writing
Special Problems
in Writing
Special Problems
in Writing
4,ecial-Problems
n Writing

especial Problems
In griting
2;poial Problems

SpecIal Problems
in Writing
Sv-e-:ial Problems

5ve-721a1 Problems

1:

* a EU b = college credit

Student Hours to Credit Sttndard
Name Complete Hours* Hours

Z. Moryan 24 3a 30

J. Swan 3a 30

C. Buttrey 28 3a 30

J. Fries 24 3a 30

Buckley 24 3a 30

Bailey 20 3a 30

J. Borsma 24 3a 30

B. Brunyate 22 3a 30

R. Macklein 24 3a 30

M. Willis 22 3a 30

B. Short 20 3a 30

C. Kurner 24 3a 30
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rieeded to concentrate, instead, on overall organization and

controlled format for report writino.

Point #7 Objective: Record Work and Credit

The following courses were taken for credit (see Figure i in this

section, and Figure 4 in Section Three). In certain cases, regular

college credit was given and in others Continuing Education Units

(C.E.U.'s) were granted. Many times the two kinds of credit were

given in the same subject matter. As one can see, the enrollment

snows egular call numbers and catalog identification. Grades

were also granted as for regular course work (see Grade Distribution

in Evaluation section).

(-.).int #8 Objective: Coordinate Academic Work With Plant and On-the-Job
Needs

Here, perhaps, has become the most important and significant aspect

of this entire project. It was obvious to the planners of the

Jroject from the beginning that this area was a fertile one for

experimentation and discovery. But the reality of the situation

once the project became active exceeded, if anything, expectations.

There is much of importance to be learned from the experience this

grant has furnished to both the instructors and the education

development officer of this institution. The experience challenges

very definitely the effectiveness of learning when such learning

is structured so heavily on what is only "theoretical" application

to be experienced by the student in later life. The section

previous to this, describing the philosophical base of this project

has already made the point clear. There is no need to repeat it here.
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However, there is a need to emphasize what the students themselves

had to say, how the approach affected their attitudes and skills,

and even how the instructors were affected by this same point.

For this reason, the section entitled Impacts Achieved by Project

includes several anecdotal case hi stories, as well as direct

reaction from the instructors themselves.

#9 Objective: Coordinate Additional Course Offerings Suggested
by the Plants

At the beginning of the project it became quickly apparent that

what tra_ plant workers and administrators decided they needed was,

in most cases, what they thought we wanted them to say. It was

difficult, and at first impossible, to break the habit of tradition

on their part where academic work was concerned. For example, they

knew that colleges offer course work in periodically revised cata-

logs and schedule lists. So the first -Laing they asked for was a

catalog. Yet the question posed to them was "what kind of education

do you want or need."

What we expected to hear was a specific answer--to wit "I have

this kind of report I have to write every two weeks and I have

been having trouble with it in this or that way." Instead, the

answer received was more like: "What do you have." When given

a list of courses. the new problem was in terminology. It was

quickly discovered that when a plant worker decided upon Technical

Writing, say, for his work, that he might mean anything from

Spelling to statistical graphs and charts. Or else if he picked
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Report Writing, he might mean only letters and memoranda. So

it was necessary to be cautious.

The surprise came, however, in how difficult it was to impress upon

the ,nduc.trial personnel the importance of the objectives of point

eight above--the project's aim to coordinate regular work to

on-the-job derands. Instead,- the project director was frequently

asked for syllabi and textbooks. In effect, they were ready to

begin a "traditional course of study" in the "traditional way.

It is only now after a full semester and slow but steady indoc-

trination and frequent discussions and meetings, that the impact-.

of the project has begun to be understood. The result has been

an enthusiasm that has been more than heartening, almost inspir-

ational. One of the major examples of this has been a course

in Blueprint Reading. Though the plant had not thought of such

a service, it became apparent by simple student demand that many

on-the-job problems revolved about blueprints and interpretation

of same.

Investigation on the other hand showed why. The plant has a

unique use of a procedure with blueprints. As a result a

Blueprint Reading course--a course already listed in the catalog

but not previously useful--has been developed which approaches the

Specific problems of the plant in question even as it follows the

normal syllabi and requirements. A second case in point, is in

Report Writing. After a full semester of report writing techniques,

ow
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the- plant ii.anagers involved have consulted with instructors and

have developed a specialized approach to their report problems

in their plant. The result is a course that varies from the

car-pus counterpart in that it teaches report writing in topical

font: with a Telegraphic 'Ayle and abbreviated sentence structure,

quite tyiicai in fact of industrial communications. Yet it

an entire semester working with polished, full sentences

and well developed paragraphs for the agreement and dialogue

to take place. It is a perfectly reasonable request, it will

not violate any precepts of writing or standards of writing and,

in fact, will make of the course even a slightly more difficult

course since brevity is always a more challenging skill than is

-thy development.

Sucn points as these have led, therefore, to a slow but careful

addition of courses to the curriculum already developed the

first semester. Below is a list of such courses already added,

3110 iNire are yet worked on:

1) Blueprint Reading
2) Speed Reading
3) Quality Control
4) Business Letter Writing
5) English Comp. (1st & 2nd Semester)
6) Math (1st & 2nd Semester)

end of this section

a
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Section Three

Current Status of Evaluation Plan

The project from its inception included a list of points upon which

evaluation would be based. The list i5 as follows:

1. Our effectiveness in serving the needs of the students as
defined.

Method of gathering data: We will lite questionnaires both
to the students as well as to the-supervisors and managers.
Also; we will request the company to interview the students
in this area, periodically throughout the year.

2. Our effectiveness in involving our constituencies in this
projectin this case, the companies themselves.

Method of gathering data: We will keep a file of reports
and correspondence making certain as we progress that input

evaluation from the company keeps coming. More specifically,

we expect to use the company management and supervisory
structure very actively in (1) analyzing materials we use
for effectiveness and application to need, and (2) determin-
ing course work and course objectives for best results.

Our effectiveness in establishing and maintaining a relation-
ship between college and corporation involved.

Method of gathering data: We will ask the evaluation
team to interview the corporation officials for their

estimate of the success or lack of success in the relation-
ships as established with the program. Also, we will ask

for feedback from the company officials involving their
estimate of the relationship as we progress throughout the

year.

4. Our effectiveness in devising incentives for workers to
participate in the program.

Method of gg therin data: Again, we will rely on actual

figures, especially as they may row as the year goes on.
Registration into the program can occur at any time; thus,
a good index for this area will be the climbing rate of

participation or its lack of it.

Our effectiveness in providing educational information,
counseling, personal and academic advising and referral.

Method of gathering data: The program arranges for an
on-slITTounseling and wising component, with a counselor
available with which not only to accomplish this objective
but to gather data in terms of numbers of people counseled,

type and kind of counseling and advising needed, and the like.



Our effectiveness in assessing the impact of the program
on ourselves as an institution, especially in traininn
our faculty staff to work with the type of student
represented by industry in this project.

Method of gathering data: The task force involved in
administering and running this program (see proposal)
will assess this area and will produce a mid-year and a
final report on this question. The report will include
) what training the teaching staff and the paraprofes-

sionals involved received, (2) a report from each
individual so trained, and (3) an assessment of the
institution's reaction and adjustment to the problems
as they may arise.

Our effectiveness in involving the supervisory personnel
in the teaching of workers.

The college will also address itself to the problem of
balancing the evaluation team with the proper representation
of the areas involved. Thus, the team will have the followino
personnel:

A representative from industry, especially the management
sector.

Description of background: This representative should
be familiar with both the needs of industry, particularly
the plant worker on the job, and the resources and capa-
cities of postsecondary education as represented by our
college. Many companies have the precise individual -
described here as educational officer or as a supervisor
in charge of personnel training. There is ample opportunity
in this area to obtain the services of such an individual.

A representative from the academic community.
Description of background: The project needs evaluation

from an academic viewpoint. This representative should
furnish such a view, but he should also be cognizant of and
familiar with the problems of industry and of the plant
worker as a student. Furthermore, he should be familiar
with or responsible for information about individualized
instruction such as will be pursued in this project.

A representative from labor, especially the line of
production worker segment.

Description of background: The project also needs
evaluation from the viewpoint of the student, the plant
worker, for whom this project has been devised. Such a
representative should be acquainted with college instruc-
tion in the traditional vein on campus, and with the
instruction as it was pursued on the plant premises.
Thus, he should ideally come from the project itself in
that he should have been involved in study within the
program. There is ample opportunity to pick such a
person from the many who are familiar with the collage.



The liSt above was formu lated as the bases for evaluation. But since

the project has begun, more experience and familiarity has enabieu the

project director to expand and to add to the evaluation. Considering the

project. tnerefore, from this mid-year viewpoint, the following more

detailed bases for evaluation have suggested themselves.

Major Elements to be Evaluated

First, it seems necessary to extrapolate from the project's workings

and structure, what could be called the "major elements" or "underpinninns"

which underlie, and give the project its unique identity. Following are

these:

1. Its Basis of Operation

. Its Method of Operation

3. Its Specialized Materials

4. Its Special Adaptation of course work to job-related needs.

? ; '

As described in the original proposal, the laboratory bases of operation

Point Fl) was to be substituted for the more traditional "classroom: and

class' metnod of operation. The laboratory technique has already been

developed, tested, and refined on-campus during the previous four years. So

in this respect tne unique basis of operation is already available. Of

course, a further ur:queness of operation was added by the decision to take

the laboratory directly onto the plant premises. This is a major difference

and a major element of identity where this project is concerned. Thus,

evaluation must involve this major point.

As for the method of operation (Point '2) above, the same holds true.



Open-ended entry and exit from the laboratory, work done by the student

at his own pace, one-on-one instruction with materials adapted to the

student's rate and method of learningthese are the things which are unique

in the operation of the laboratory itself. Thus, evaluation again must con-

sider this.

The third item, soPrialized materials, derives directly from the second.

The specialized individualized instruction being pursued, demands that most

traditional ihaterial be adapted. Aydin an advantage for the project lay

in the availability of specialized materials, many of which had been

developed under the same conditions on campus already. But again it was

obvious that further adaptation was necessary. Evaluation should consider

this elenent as well.

The final item, adaptation of course material to job-related needs,

is perhaps the most unique of all. The question is whether such adaptation,

begets as good or better responses from the student, and secondly whether

tne resultant learning is as good or better than would take place in the

tional environment. Evaluation must be certain to include this point,

fore. It is the most interesting and inportant of all the points,

when one considers that the project is an experiment which challenges

certain accepted practices.

Major Sources of Data for Evaluation

The next important question is to determine the sources from which

data will be obtained with which to evaluate the important elements of

the project listed above. The following were determined to be these

sources:
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1. Students in the Project

2. Instructors in the Project

Plant and Industrial Personnel (who were not students)

a. Immediate Supervisors of Students Enrolled

b. Plant Administrational Personnel (Top and/or
Mid-Management Level)

4. Outside or Out-of-Project team of Evaluators

Areas to be Covered by Each Source

Students

It was determined students would be asked to evaluate specifically:

1) Materials, 2) Instructors, 3) Instructional Methods, 4) Their personal

reactions.

Instructors

The instructors in the project have been asked to evaluate:

erials, 2) The impact of the project on themselves as it pertained to

their prt ious concepts of teaching, of learning, and of course conteWL and

student motivation, 3) Administrative Support (both from the Grant as well

as college administrators).

Plant and Industrial Personnel

In the case of the immediate supervisor of each student enrolled, it

is thought that an evaluation on his part should contain--l) his assessment

of student's improvement on-the-job noted, if any, due to the project, 2)

his assessment of the work offered the student by the project, 3) his

assessment of the "relatedness" of work done to job needs of the student as

he, the supervisor, sees it, 4) his assessment of materials and methods



used, if ne v.ishe -. to give it.

In the ca,, of the management personnel, it is thought that a statement

of feedback as might have come to them from their rank and file sub

ordinates will be useful. it was decided after a meeting at Which much

of this feedback was given orally, that a summation of it by a major

Administrator of the plant--would be best (in the case of Walker Parkers-

bur9, Division of Textron, that is). (See Modification of

Plan under Section Five for other plants involved.)

tside Team of Evaluation

It Was decided that toe team should be comprised of four (4) members:

1. Dean of Instruction's Office (the Dean or the Assistant Dean
of instruction),

Content Specialist (if evaluating English teaching, an
English Specialist, etc.),

Mem__ r of the FIPSE project (for Data Resource and to
expedite work only),

Plant Representative (one not involved in any way, possibly
not located in the Plant in question but familiar with other
Industry or other Plant).

.n the case of the first two members mentioned above, campus personnel

were considered not only sufficient but superior to outsiders. The FIPSL

project has been a separate arm of activity in the college, and it is

reasonable to claim that the Dean (or Assistant Dean of Instruction) and any

traditional classroom faculty member would be objective. As a matter of fact,

it is considered ideal to have those engaged in administering and teaching

the traditional course work on-campus be the arbiters of the effectiveness

of a project which takes campus instruction and courses and adapts them to

4
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the unicue off-u,nuus learning situation represented by the project. They

would be in the best position to determine success if they were allowed to

see the student work, to question the instructors, etc., (see urivileges cf the

team in second list below). and furnished all the data they desired.

In the case of the fourth team member, it was felt an objective view

could be obtained from an industry or "plant type" reacting to an "academic

type" program aimed at his area of activity and knowledge. At this point,

is felt such a representative ought to be picked by the plant involved,

to build a better credibility for the progress of the project, as the

team report may show it

The areas to be evaluated by the team will he as follows:

i. Method of Instruction

Quality of Learning and Instruction

3. Objectives of course work

4. Success of Pdaptation of Regular Course Objectives to
Industrial Needs.

Effectiveness of Specialized Materials.

Lirtnermore, the privileges of the team should include the following:

I. To question and/or consult with the students

2. To question and/or consult with the instructors

Consult and/or question all V1PSL personnel

4. Accessibility to all material used

5. Study all records of work done by students and instruction
time received by each

6. Any other data rtaini
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Considering that the team would be evaluating five specific but

different areas (listed above), it is felt that the make-up of the team

should be such that every individual member will have at least one area

in which he will be a major contributor because of his knowledge and/or

experience. This was achieved it is felt, as the following chart will

how.

Team Member Identification

Dean of Instruction's Office

Major Are(*) of Knowledge Marginal Area
and/or Experience which of Concern
he will Evaluate

. Method of Instruction 4. Adaptation to
Quality of Instruction Industrial

. 0.:%jectives of Course need
worK 5. Effectiveness

of material

Content Specialist (English, 1. Method of Instruction
Math, etc.) 2. Quality of Instruction

3. Objectives of Course
work

4. Adaptation to Industrial
needs

Effectiveness of materials

Yeirber of the Project

'rit Representative

No evaluation allowed No evaluation
allowed

4. Adaptation of course 5. Effectiveness
work to industrial of specialized
needs. material.

u n of Adaptation of course work to industrial needs, one of

important points of the evaluation, will be fulfilled mainly

-e- the effo

t-e ?hrlt Representative. The Content Specialist can judge how well the

classroom objectives have been safeguarded even though adapted



to different uses and needs, and the P1 dot ! epre,.entdtive huw

well the adopted course oi_rjective', fulfill industrial needs. It is

sluestio of two members leading to a whole or unit treatment of one area.

Current Statoc_. of Plan

The pion for evaluation described above has been developed during this

first half year. Yet it has been the basis for data gathering from the

beginning. Students have to this date already been given their question -

sires and instructional rating sheets. These will be unsigned and for

obvious reasons :;ere not given until the student had finished his work and

had peen morded a final

28

The resuit.., of these for the first semester

are included in this report (see Figures Id and lb).

Instructors furnishing the portion of the evaluation described above

are preparing their reactions and data for the first semester for inclusion

with this report. Their work follows in the section immediately below Data

to Date. They will, however, continue gathering data during second semester

far additional reporting yet to be done.

'lant and industrial sonnel as source for data gathering has

already been tdpped. Reactions From the first semester's work have been

received from the Administrative area of the plant and follows in the section

immediately below also. Reactions in terms of supervisory feedback has taken

longer and is in progress. It is a more difficult area to do with the

many persons involved and with the "sensitive" problems of line and staff

relationship wnich must be protected. But it will be available by end-of-

year.
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Followinq is the data developed to date, therefore:

Data to Date

Student Evaluation. Students were given the following questionnaires

to answer: 1)a Questionnaire seeking their reaction to the quality of

instruction they received, and 2) aquestionnaire seeking their reaction to

the instruction, materials, and conditions of learning. Figure 1 and Figure

2 following are those questionnaires renroduced in full. Figure la and

Figure Zd are the results--Figure la representing the results of question-

naire in Figure 1 and Figure 2a of the one in Figure 2.

In addition, Figure 3 which also follows is a record of the number of

hours attended by each student in the course work accomplished by him. As

a rule of thumb or rough approximation, the averaee time spent on-campus for

course work of the type studied at the plant site is roughly fifteen clock

hours for every credit hour of college credit and roughly ten clock hours

for every credit hour of Continuing Education Units (C.E.U.'s). Thus, it

might have been expected that a student enrolling in English Composition,

or example, for the regular three hours of college credit will spend forty-

five clock hours of learning time. This is traditional proportions of clock

and credit hour comparisons. Experiments on-campus, however, in the

Individualized Learning Center have already shown that a significant saving

time can be achieved with individualized instruction, with many students

saving up to 15% or more time over those in the traditional classroom. So

it was hoped and expected the same would happen on the plant site. Figure 3

shows this to happen. Figure 4, in turn. shows the list of courses taken,

in what numbers, and from which plant work area.



FIGURE 1

rormuNITY COULCU
Parkersburg, West Virginia
26101

SUBJECT: F1PSL / IND-CAMP LVALUAT1ON

The purpose of this evaluation is to give you an opportunity
to help us improve the instruction in the FIPSE project.
Please be open and honest in your ratings and comments. To
insure confidentiality we ask you not to sign your name. This
evaluation will not be read by the instructor until your grade
has been given to the Records Office.

INSTRUCTOR EVALUATIDN FORM

COURSE NAME AND NUMBER

GATE COHRS1 COMPLITED INSTRITTOR

Please write in the blank space provided the number that best describes
your judgment of YOUR INSTRUCTOR in regard to the qualities listed be-
low. Rate the instructor on each item giving the highest ratings ONLY
for unusually favorable impressions.

uNABLE TO LOWES
JUDGE.

1

AVERAGE HIGHEST

4 7

Presentation of subject matter

2. Clarity and accuracy of direction

3. Reception to your questions

4. Answering questions clearly

5. Adapting the course to your rate of learning

6. Making you aware of course requirements early in the semester

7. Ability to encourage you in your learning

8. --eeping you informed as to your progress in the course

9. Jeinq with any special problems that you may nave had affecting
-,.re course.

10 Sderlding sufficient time with you while in the project

1I. Overall ability to function successfully in an individualized learning
program like this.

FURTHER COMMENTS:

Please return this form in the attached envelope by the plant's rail -.ystem.
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11H-UOT EVAlliATION

Please evaluate the course on this form. Do NOT evaluate the
mstructor.

COURSE E'ALIATION FORM

COURSE NAME AND NUMBER

C:OMPLITED

PLEASE CIRCLE THE APPROPRIATE ANSWER [N RE%PONSE TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.
PROVME COMP ENTc WHEREVER YOU LIKE:

were the te,it nuestions relevant to the material covered? YES NO NO COMMENT
Explain:

and to the materials in this course, do you find that they are general

to Readably? YES NO NO COMMENT

Adequate in covering the sub)cct? YES NO NO COMMENT

IC) Available when you need them? YES NO NO COMMENT

Would you recommend the addition of any other materials to the course?
YES NO NO COMMENT

Explain,-

4. If you had a cnance to take this course again, would you do so?
YES NI NO ',OMMENT

Explain

5. Is the ;:..; -CAMP environment such thut You would like to take other courses
here? 'E'S NO NO COMMENT

Explain :

6. Have you been able to adjust yourself to the noise level?
YES NO ND COMMENT

Explain;

7. Are there any courses you would like to see added to the curriculum?
YES NO NO COMMENT

If yes, which ones?

FURTHER COMMENTS: (Please use reverse sic this, pa
Please return this form in the attached envelope by the pldrt.

22

y:
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INSTRUCTOR EVAL UATION Walker /Parke rsbur(j

Mean scores per question
Based on a scale of 1 to 7 - 7 being the most favorable response

1. Presentation of subject matter.

Clarity and accuracy of direction.

Reception to your questions.

4. Answering questions clearly.

Adapting the course to your rate of learning.

Making you aware of course
early in the semester.

equire ents

6.0

5.86

5.53

5.23

Ability to encourage you in your learning.

Keeping you infortlied as
in the course.

your progress

Dealing with any special problems that you
may have had affecting the course.

ending sufficent time with you
ale in the project.

13

I ability to function successfully in
an individualized learning program like this.

6.0

5.73

.53

2 3 4 5 6 7

The average mean score per question was 5.56
Standard Deviation - 0.32
Variance . .)09



FIGURE lb

INSTRUCTOR EVALUATIONAmerican Cynnamif
Mean scores per question
Based on a scale of 1 to 7 7 being the most favorable response

Presentation of subject matter.

Clarity and accuracy of direction. 14.6

5.0

Reception to your questions. 6.3

Answering questions clearly.

Adapting the course to your rate of learning. 1 5.6

Making you aware of course requirements
early in the semester.

Ability

4.7

encourage you in your learn in

epinq you informed as to your progress
in the course.

*-4 Dealing with any special problems that you
may have had affecting the course.

2

15.4

Spending sufficent time with you
while in the project.

5.4

overall ability to function successfully in
ar. injividualized learning program like this.

5.5

13

2

The average mean score per question was 5.3
Standard Deviation = 0.46
Variance = 0.19
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-,:o-OR6E EVALUATION Waixer/ParKersourg
Students indicated positive, neyative, or nonresponsive as shown

Were the test quesLIons relevant to the material covered?

In regard to the materials in this course, du you lind Lhey

are generally:

1_A) Readable

(B, Adequate in covering the subject?

(C) Available when you need them':

20%

3. Would you recommend the addiLion ot any other materials to

the course?

40r/ -40%

i4

If you had a chance to take this course again, would you do so?

47'4

the IND--CAMP environment such that you would like to take
courses here?

Have :ua ouon able to adjust_ yoursell. to the noise level?

7. Are there any courses that you would like to see added to

the curriculum?

neya t_ ive no responsive



FIGURE 2b

COURSE EVALUATION -- American Cyanamid
Students indicated positive, negative, or nonresponsive as shown

Were the test questions relevant to the -material covered?

In regard to the materials in this course, do you
are generally:

(A) Readable?

(B)

67%

Adequate in covering the subject?

ij

(C) Available when you need them?

find they

I

11%

Would you recommend the addition of any other materials to
the course?

4.

671. , 33/

you do so?

to take

If you had a chance to take this course again, would

v

Is the IND-CAMP environment such that you would like
courses he re?

6.

7.

Have you been able to adjust yourself to the noise level?

toAre there any courses that you would
the curriculum?

like to see added

7-7 positive 7-1 negative

r,

v.,,inonresponsive



CLASS

Course
Number

r

HOURS REQUIRED TO COMPLETE COURSE--Walker/Parkersburg

Course Student Hours Used To
Name Name Complete CotIrce

41u4 Shop Math i Christopher, Maynard 27.5
4104 Shop Math I Corbett, Richari 2).0
4104 Shop Math I Domigan, Charles 27.5

3105 Problem Solving Hadfield, Alma 21.9
3105 Problem Solving McClain, Albert_ 27.25
4105 Problem Solving Plassmeyer, Merle 22.5
4105 Problem Solving Washington, Felix 21.5

4106 Report Writing Miller, Donna 30.0
4106 Report Writing Wareheim, Jerry 27.5

410i Technical Writing Walker, Wil-am 16.

4106 Business Communication Cumpston, Diane 26.25
4108 BUSJI1 Communication fright, Jeanette 30.0

4109 Composition Diehl, Edward 30.0
4109 Composition Twym-q, Robert 33..-

0 Special Problems
in Writing

Radabaugh, Gary 30.75

Soeciol Problems
in Language Study

Mays, Loretta 22.0

Special Problems
in Language Study

Ankrom, Jack 30.5

1902 Report Writing and Design Hutchinson, Dave 25.

l'chnical Writing Coull, Dave 35.25
Technical Writing Parsons, Michael 36.0

3usiness Communication Young, William 28.5

=1910 Composition Beckert, Marvin 28.5
1910 Composition Halstead, Charges 36.0
1 910 Composition Phillips, Luci 33.0
1910 Composition Sandy, Carole 26.5
1910 Composition Sodders, Thomas 30.0

1913 3hop Math Hendricks, Robert 30.0
1913 Math I Stewart, Larry 24.0

Total Hours 783.15 Mean Hours - 27.96

Standard Deviation - +4.64 Variance - 20.83
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HOUR:; POUIRI:D COU1t;;1.--A.m.,rcan Cyan,4m1:1

Course Course
Number N,ime

:ituaet
Niime

Hours Used To
Complele Course

L.119 ,,pecial Pros. iems Morgan, Zeh 4.()

in WriLinq

--;119 Specil Problems ::;w,in, jack 2u.4'

in WriLiny

Special Problems
in WriLing

'119 :;pedal Problems
In Wri....11,

4119 Specidl Problems
In Writing

Problms
in Writ

Problems
In Writing

rectal Problems
An Writing

eial Problems
in riting

Buttrey, Carl 28.0

Fries, Jack 24.0

Buckley, Caron 24.0

Bailey, Bob

Borsma, Jim

BrunyaLe, Bill 22.0

20.0

24.0

Macklem, Ron 24.0

4119 spe:1 1 Problems Smith, Rex 26.0
In Writinq

4119 4ecial Problems Willis, Mitch 22.0
_n Writina

4 119 = Problems Short, Bill 20.0
Sriting

4119 Special Problems Kurner, Chuck 24.0
in Writing

Total Hours 308 Mean Hours 23.69

Standard DevtatLon - 2.28 Variance 4.82

gl4.



FI0URE 4

_JURSE OEFEIUNGS and ENROLLMENTWalker/Parkersburg

Course Course Number of Students Enrolled

Number Name

4104 Shop Math I

410',

4100

Problem Solving

Report Writing 2

Tt:-;inlcal Writing 1

4108 Business Communication 2

4109 Composition 3

4110 Special Problems
in Writing

1

Special Problems
in Language Study

1

Special Problems
in Language Study

1

1911-) Report Writing and Design 2

Technical Writing

Business Communication 1

Soecial Problems 1

in Language Study

1910 Composition

1913 Shop math

TOTAL 38



FIGURE 4a

COURSE OFFERINGS and ENROLLMENT -- American Cyanamid

Course Cours
Number Name Number of Students Enrolled

4119 Spocial Problems 13

in Writing

4 .4A 1



of the student.

The different needs of each industry had an effect on teacher approach.

iondingly, the different needs/psycholon) of each student had on effect

can course content, causing d unique atmosphere for each student.. Administra-

tive support from the industries and the college was strono. Administrators

of each industry and of the college gave support to student projects, showed

entnusiasm toward the educational experience by visitations and discussion

with students, dnd by requisitioning equipment and supplies, as they were

needed. (Some particulars will be discussed in the section concerned with

conditions of learning.)

end of repor

REPORT FROM INSTRUCTOR #2 -- MATH INSTRUCTOR:

(Ray Miller)

rive students at Walker Parkersburg Textron enrolled in Shop Math I

jjrinc the first semester of 1976-77. Individualized Instructional techniques

:.rich had proved to be successful on the Parkersburg Community College Campus

were used as the principle mode of teaching learning activities at the

industrial site. Fortunately, many individualized math materials were also

available as a result of program experimentation and development by personnel

in the I.L.C. at Parkersburg Community College, namely: 1) a course syllabus,

2) supplementary hand outs, 3) a complete pre-test analysis, and 4) a unit

test for each area studied. All ocf the items mentioned were specifically

tailored to the individualized method of instruction and seemed to work very

well with the industry related personnel as demonstrated by the Previous

course material evaluation results completed by the Shop Math I students.



The start up problems associated with new and experimental projects

well known in project administrative circles and seem to be generally accepted

by the administrative sector. For instructors and students, the inherent

"bugs" are often less well understood and not so readily accepted and often

appear much larger than they actually are.

42

The FIPSE Administrators seemed to do a creditable job and produced a

strono sincere effort to hear comments, concerns and criticisms from both

project instructors and students. Most concerns were dealt with openly with

the intent to solve problems as opposed to a fixation on establishing blame.

Top level administration at Parkersburg Community College is very

supportive of the_FIPSE/IND-CAMP project as demonstrated by the continuing

personal involvement of the chief administrator (college president) and the

,Drolect director with the instructors and plant site personnel. It appears

tnat much of the project success is related to the direct communication access

rcute t.etween_President Jerry Lee Jones and FIPSE Project Director Raul Reyes.

In summary. from the instructional level, communication and support from

to;) aa- strative positions at Parkersburg Community College seems to be on

going which strengthens the instructional efforts at the off campus laboratory

at Wainer Parkersburg.

lijind of reporii

FROM INSTRUCTOR #3 -- ENGLISH AND LANGUAGE INSTRUCTOR:

.John Caserta)

At tne boginning of the term I was provided with mulct of the



nei-morf P.oteridis needed, such ar, tex (n Id

supplies, file cabinets, etc. I also had the administrative support

of President Jones and his staff, Mr. Paul Reyes, the Director of

Instructional Design and Development and his staff, the Individualized

Learning Center staff and their materials,and the Learning Resource

Center staff and their audio-visual materials. In the beginning there

e(as some difficulty in obtaining audio-visual material because of repair

problems but this was remedied by mid-semester. I found the use of

tape recorders,Caramates, and a number of slide presentations developed

by Mr. Reyes, of immense help. The materials could be easily trans-

ported to my teaching site and set-up in a matter of minutes, making

it possible for me to individually tailor my courses on the spare of

the moment to remedy a particular problem a student was having or to

present a new lesson plan from a more creative angle.

Although I felt the format of my FIPSE courses and the project

f -.)roved an overwhelming success, I do feel criticism should

De leveled against "The Little Red Schoolhouse" which is the small

din; in which the FIPSE classes were held at the plant site of

Walker'Parkersburg. The room, although large enough, was not es-

pecially conducive to a learning atmosphere. Several students ob-

jected to the freight trains rumbling by on the nearby tracks. Others

were :othered by and distracted by the voices, noises, and movements

of the other students. On several occasions the room was too chilly

to sit ..o-fortably in. The lighting gave off a glare which was often

bothersome, and there was a depressing drabness about the room that

often became tiresome. I would like to recommend that a section of

el



the roow oe partially encias.:_sd by s1milar_pantiLtaa'..,_0 in the

ualized Learning Center at Parkersburn Community College. This wooln minimize

distractions and noises, providing the students who desire privacy little

wore comfort and a better learning atmosphere. Figure 5 shows instructional

tirz spent by eacn instructor per week and this distribution of this time

on a daily basis.
r

;end of report

ustrial Personnel. As explained already, data from only

Adn,irtistrative sector of this evaluation was ready by reporting time. Data

rvis though already fed back to project personnel informally,

needs to be made a matter of documentation.
Following, in Figure 6, is

tre evaluation from the Administrative sector, only, represented by the

r-resideni, Thomas Sullivan, in the case of Walker Parkersburg (see also

ifizatlons under Section 5 for other plants) and reproduced for the

port. The orginal is on file.

,-of-Project Team. The Out-of-Project team's current status is less

advanced. At present we have-contacted and have received a willingness to

accept the responsibility from the Assistant Dean of Instruction (represent-

ing the Dean's
Office), from at least., one and one Math "regular"

on-campus (in both cases, a
regular who is also skilled and experienced

in individualized
instruction--the instruction being used by the project);

from the Coordinator of the Plant Sites of the project's personnel, acting

as data resource for the team. The plant representative will be furnished

by the plant peopld in the near future, as soon as their choice is finalized.

The charge to the team, of course, has already been explained above in
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WALKER PARKERSBURG TEXTRON
z I zlit z

ic, Raul Reyes FROM Larry S. Grimsley

koc.TioN Pksbg. Comm. College GATE November 15, 1976

,,4A0 IND-CAMP Program (Fund for the Improvement of Post Secondary
Education)

Dear Raul:

We feel. the IND -CAMP Program is doing an extremely effective job in
relating classroom learning to job improvement.

One student's past memos were critiqued by the instructor and re-
written by the student. The outcome so far has been a higher degree
of writing confidence and better written memos.

Another student, whose writing interest had.lain dormant for quite
some time, had that interest rekindled through attendance at IND-CAMP.

Other comments range from "I'm excited spout it" to "This actually
relates to my job, and that's what I need."

Of the original 38 enrollees, six have withdrawn, but only two of
those were after attendance at more than two classes.

We think a certain amount of the program's success is directly attri-
butable to the open communication between Parkersburg Community College
and Walker Parkersburg. And we appreciate the cooperation.

':our instructors seem to be doing a remarkable job motivating the
students toward improved job performance. As mentioned in our initial
meeting, it is hoped the instructors and counselor can not only
nterest, but channel the students in the IND-CAMP Program to the
point of "graduation" to classes on the Parkersburg Community College
Campus.

Set regards,

/v c
cc: T. J. Su Ivan

cc: W. E. Watson

Gruisley Tim Dunbar
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this report. But the need to study the records, to consult with students

and instructions and with plant personnel, will take time. Their part of the

evaluation, therefore, is still in prooress and will take more time.

- end of this section
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Section Four

Financial Status of Report

The major expenditures in this project have been for teaching personnel.

The next itemand one that became more difficult than first realized (as it

was reported to Ray Lewis, the project's Washington Director) was Travel,

particularly the almost daily shuttlinq from plant to plant and from campus

to plant. The only recourse seemed to be to rent two cars for the duration

of the project. The expense shown, however, for such rentalin the case

of the second car --i$ an expense for travel for eighteen months so that -,,he

burden of the same problem may be lightened during the second year (see

Section b, under Travel for same point, projecting for next year).

The travel for each car was estimated at the minimum of 140 miles per

week. The price of rental listed, is the best price obtainable through

sed bidding from local rental dealers. The terms of the rental contract

and specifications to be met are reproduced in the Appendix in the repro-

of the rental contract use in each case.

In the case of the expense listed for instructional personnel, it was

quickly seen that economics would have to be effected here as well. The

major problem was that in certain cases it became obvious that the necessity

for s:es gning a certain course--one that would not fall in English or Math

meant hiring personnel who could teach it. For this reason. each request

for a new course had to be examined carefully--mainly, was it worth the

cost of additional material's and of additional instructional cost. In some

cases the college has stepped in to furnish instructors for course work

outside of English and Math without subtracting project money for the
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contribution. ThiS has helped enormously. An additional economy was also

effected by training the English and Math instructional help to teach

co- .hey had not previously been able to teach. Project staff develop-

ment of this kind, in fact, has become a major advantage and a major element

cif interest in the whole proposal. Such rids been the case in the instance

of Speed Reading, for example. It is a coarse very badly needed according

to plant workers. Yet our lanauane instructors were not trained to do this

work.

The project arector, however, has done such reading work for many

years. It h.s been decided, therefore, that tne project direct°, train the

instructors In this area and they, in turn, take the responsibility of

te6cninq this course in addition to their regular work. It will burden

ter or an already heavy teaching schedule, but they are willing and

,:ooperative and feel it is the only way to effect success on a limited budget.

in the case r" Blueprint Reading, however, it has been necessary to

Dd7,et an addtiu al instructor. The resultant course as designed has been

saeci 117 and individually structured that the regular instructor is

'easible. But even if a regular campus instructor were available and willing

%ne worn, this does not mean the project could use him. This is

real problem in using regular campus perso..el lies in the

in instructor to have a compatibility with plant workers and

plant ,-,.CtiCE7. It is here that thT project has faced one of the most

and yet one of the most difficult problems involved, and the

reasons are z,aite obvious.

ofU
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:eport NarroLive (Section Four)
IPSE Mid-Year Report iFY 76)

Pdrker%burn Community College

For e)(ampl, a ;Aunt worker--on the lineis a very direct, often blunt

person. His range of experience as well as his knowledge has by necessity

been restricted to a specialized line. He reazts much with the same restric-

tion, mentally. Yet it is only a habitual condition with him, and he can be

:::;;t1vat,d to free himself from his routine reaction. BLit to do so means he

must be treated and worked with ty someone who cannot only identify with

him but who can practice a great deal of patience in the situation. Too--

in the majority of cases--it means an instructor flexible enough and willing

&lough to adapt wholly different explanations for routine points, to adopt

even a different vocabulary, perhaps use different and more germane examples

than he has used previously. What this predicates in the way of instructor

qexibility, capability, past experience, personality and the whole range

of personal factors, is a bit sobering. The result is that the average

instructor ---the one that happens to be availablethe one that happens to

De teaching the subject matter needed by the plant on campus, may not

ecessarily be the one that should be used when juriged from the viewpoint

c,:' tne personal factors just described.

What happens if the instructor is put into the situation anyway? This

is illt difficult to predict. Students will probably cease coming; they will

be bl'rt even caustic in their reaction; and the project will surely suffer.

Student reaction is very free and blunt in projects such 35 these.

At this writing, part of the reasons--perhaps one of the major parts,

in fact for the project succeeding so well lies in the happy circumstances

of choice of instructional personnel. The instructors have been accepted

by the students beyond what was even expected. It has come to the point,

C !
a_ii lid



4f at adding a new instructor brings hoick concern from the students

that tnef ray nct-anuoned to a "nw face".

he project nas to take this red,tion in 'c;ind. (et some demands are

biroly not going to be net t v exiStlnc, personnel. !siueprint Reading 1,, a

(-1'W in point. Is the demand tor Puolik_ Sneahlno that has diSO ueveiuoeu.

[dont wishes to hive its to administrator-, proficient and at ease before

lsion cameras and in public or on-c6mcra interviews. The top adminis-

,tors "picked' to be trained, in till% way, are nervous, doubtful, somewhat

'ckee indivInudls at the thought of the on-camera and public speaking

Li-a:1117.g that they gill hive undergo. No on-campus speech and public

speaking teaching personnel were available; but had they been, the question

hav. had to hove been consideredmainly, could they have met the

sensitive personal relations that were involved, this time not with on-line

people but w!th adminir,trators whose position is sensitive not only to

the company but to Inemselves,to their peers, as well as to their subordinates.

There is little to match witn the diplomacy needed to instruct high level

executivesmeN who are capable and expert at their jobs to improve their

performances and, th,refore, Lu enhance their positions. it boggles the

mind somewhat to consider :ending a fresh, perhaps untried, by-the-book

"faculty type" to accou.piis Ole task. Not that such a person would not

',know" his subjectbut that it would mean adapting what he knows and

evaluating_ and adapting hiS approacn and Glatccial so drastically to fit the

cases. The "gap" or "differences" from the classroom would simply be too

much. Here is the crux of the "discovery' if it can be put this way

that this project has slowly mad(' obviow; to this college. Arid again,

is necessary to emphasize what this discovery means to traditional instruction

1 &wes
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as we are presently doing it--the traditional methods from which this project

is varying. One can wonder how long Education can continue with what is here

being called "traditional" instruction.

Conclusion:

The point all this makes to 6 discussion in budget, of course, means

that money must be spent carefully on thi., project where teaching personnel

is concerned. It is a major problem in the projecL (see further on this in

section entitled Problems). It hd., been felt that with the cconomles already

described, one solution may be to keep a list of potential instructors with

the right qualifications, dS has already been described. From such a list

instructors can be drawnperhaps for a four-week course as in the case of

the Speed Reading and the Television Presentation for Executives a one-time,

one-package situation--or perhaps for two or more packages, even up to

full-time. For this reason, the project will have to be skimping on and has

been on paraprofessional aides. This first semester no such aide has been

hired. The instructors have kept records and files and have done their own

paper work and laboratory duties.

It has been quite difficult for them, however. Some aide will have to

be obtained. The college hopes to help by contributing, as it has already,

as much clerical and support aide that it can give. The savings effected

will not be enough, but it will help to contract for instructional help for

second semester.

There will surely be no "carry-over" funds. There will be a deficit

of funding and perhaps even a greater one as the project continues the

second year.

Cc'
031L.,
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Below follows the financial data itself, showing what has been encum-

bered to date. The additional teaching personnel will have to await encumber-

ance as the second semester's roster of classes are worked out and this project

continues. Plans to date also show a heavy need for clerical and paraprofes-

sional help, especially with such courses as Speed Reading where continuous

guided work is needed.



Personnel:

Instructor Annual S6lary (9' months) 9,590.00

Instructor m2 Annual Salary (9' months) 9.590.00

indostry/Fdncarion Annual Sdidry months W,360.00

a el Lxpenses:

pdt05 Location

1_,;13-17 Chicano, Ill

Travel Expenses up
to 3100.00 for
interviewees for
FIPSE positions

Institute, WV

Institute, WV

No.of
People

6

1

Pur29Se
Total

Amount

To attend workshop $ 169.46
for FIPSE Project
Directors

Interview 286.95

To confer with
FIPSE Project
Director at COGS

To confer with
FIPSE Project
Director at COGS

Car 41 Travel from campus to plants on daily basis
Rata] fee on bid basis.

Car Travel from campus to plants on daily basis
Rental fee on hid basis.

Consultant:

None

Materials and Supplies:

Equipment:

uF this s

3.65

8.88

2,385.00

5,000.00

3,403.83

ba5.00

GRAND TOTAL---$ 43
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Section Five

Next Year's Plan for Project

In this sectioa. the bases for the continued activity of the project for

a second year will be discussed. Generally, the project proposes to continue

in the mainstream of its already established activity. Specifically, the

plan will be as follows:

Objectives

The project feels that the same nine-point project should remain the

central focus of the project (see Section Two, Current Status of the Project

for discussion of nine-point program). What activity has revealed thus far

is not only the soundness of the nine-point basis but the great importance

of points number eight and nine.

A stated already, it had been predicated that these two pointsadapting

work to industrial needs and designing new course work as needs in-

dicated, would be crucial. But what is even more rewarding is the challenge

and enthusiasm which these two points have generated in project personnel.

SJme Developihg Challenges. The proposal has--in the minds of its

persrirel and the college--seriously challenged traditional instruction. It

has caused a re-thinking to take place where two points especially are

concerned--1) the practice of teaching subject matter in the framework of

theory only, and 2) the question of student motivation and learning. The

conclusion that seems emerging more and more i., that the one point may be

affecting the other in deeper and more important ways than even first

envisioned. Following are some observations wade particularly along thew

lines.



For example, iudged by the experience of the project's personnel, most

students studying in a traditional environment do not respond to theory with

the same enthusiasm and interest as student's in this project has responded

to "applied learning." Those who do, are precisely those who function well

in the highly theoretical atmosphere of college. This is the deciding or

frajur factor in their success. But it may happen that they are more in the

minority than we think and, contrary to what may be a tempting conclusion

to draw, not necessarily the better students. There are entirely too many

instances of highly motivated, but highly bored "drop outs" who leave school

to follow a road of great success. To learn on a theoretical basis, in

short, may only be a happenstance, a "thing", a person may be able to do

thout necessarily anything coming from it in the way of a guarantee for

outstanding or great success in applying education to life's problems. But

the approach in this project has been from the beginning to deal with the

student in the way that he best learns. And "applied learning" clearly

-..neir choice. It may be that traditional students would learn traditional

suL:ect matter and learn it excellently if it were only put into a framework

cability and realistic demand than in the traditional framework which

st invariably starts out: "One of these days, you'll have to know how

etc."

Does !_nis mean the traditional cla5sroomthe center or lucus of

theoretical type teaching--is limited, if not questionable? Yes, it could

mean that, it ray also mean that Education of a practical or a professional

nature should have never entered the classroom in the first place. It should
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Interest is generated in the plant by carefully prepared
nnouncemnnts.

4. A willing group of students is nenerated,

Registration takes place, and

G. Instruction begins.

1r new course work needs cu be designed to fill the need there is an

interruption in the line of that activity at the point where the need is

first expressed. At this point the following has to take place:

1. Obiectives have to he made clear (this means several
consultations with plant personnel),

A package to meet these (if they are possible and
genuine educational needs) must be designed, and

11 3. An instructor found who is capable or who can be
trained to be acceptable.

This line or base for procedure has already worked well, this Fall; it

served excellently so far for the second round of enrollment and course work

tris semester (Spring) as well. It will probably continue to work as well

during the second year. There are problems with it, of course, (see Problems

section which follows). But solutions have suggested themselves.

7 t ie Ta hl e

J,Iring the first year, the schedule envisioned for the project has

:eser. -onored, with hardly any deviation if at all. Perhaps a review of the

ip eApidin the bases for the second year.

7r6- trk ninth of June to the opening of the Fall semester, personnel

the instructing personnel) were interviewed and hired. The

fulfilling of the needs in this area in terms of instructors was more

difficult than anticipated. First of all, the Director of the Individualized

Pta
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Learning Center (ILC)--Ernest Cronan who tido been chosen dS the liaison and

coordinator of the instruction on plant site and the 'LC took d position in

another colleqe.

An interim director, one not acquainted with the pre-planning or

as rie vcd in the 4orkihys of the project, was anpointed. Th=. interiin

director cooperated willingly and helped select the final personnel, but

a miijor realignment of planning had to be made (as reported to Mr. Ray Lewis,

at the- time). The first part of the solution was to increase the role of

the counselororiginally planned as part-time position--and to make of the

position not only counselor but coordinator in place of Mr. Cronan.

A new job description (see Appendix where all job descriptions are

explained) was developed, and a person to fit the responsibility of the

expanded position was hired Ray Miller. His credentials fitted the job

Project 9ersonnel biographies and credentials in Appendix), and included

training in industrial management techniques as well as counseling and testing

and measurements.

t took the majority of the sumer to find the right personnel. And

aj.ain it snould be emphasized that it was the unique blend of background,

Dersooailty, and instructional expertise that made it so difficult. Close

Fo tnree hundred applications in the field of English alone were reviewed

from and existing filesand of these at least fifty were interviewed by

te'e;-;'or,t_ and/or personally. It was decided early in the search that it

would be best to look for a person with the basic qualities of personality

and experien,o that would he compatible with the plant or industrial
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environment and personnel, and train that person in the element,, ui individ-

ualized instruction and on-the-job adaptation of materials. To find anyone,

otherwise, would be almost impossible. It would have been necessary to find

someone who would not only have all the uualifications of the job description,

but who would also have been expert st individuali,:ed instruction, especially

the ;ind of individualized instruction developed at this college. Few

institutions have developed as well along this line as this college.

Even lhi. compromise seemed to help little since it was obvious to the

project director ;41cl had been from the beginning) that the traditional

instructor-type in the profession is not really qualified to handle the

unusual demand of the project. The more typical or the more traditional, in

fact, the less likely the person to be. Another "interesting" but still

"di:Aurbing" development of the project.

The personnel finally chosen, however, have since justified all the

1:ime and even the postponement of classes for the two weeks (from late

epteniber to October) that it took not only to find them but to train them.

the end of the first semester coincided well anyway with the

]Hiege calendar, Classes started on January 10th on campus and will start

_e nary ',t on the plant sites. No hardship has been experienced in

respect

-,=,es, toe second period, will end in mid-May it is expected, and

wind-w) reporting will tuh' through the rer,t di the

%he, rand, the second year will begin with an advantage in the

t
'A

V
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respect that the personnel hired will have their firc.t opportunity to design

the materials and the course adaptation that so far experience has shown to

be necessary. In addition, new courses will be designed during the Summer

interim and further training in individualized instruction and techniques

0, educatinc 3tuderrts under unusual conditions will be continued.

tl

AISO a more useful and active list of potential instructors will be

developed-and personnel interviewed and made ready for employment when it

koe ModirltoLuw,, followity;, tor more on this plan for instructional

help).

B Fall of 1977, the project should be ready to begin its second year

in a mucn superior position than it was this last Fall--both in trained

manpower and teaching resources. The same educational time table as this

.jear will probably follow from that point on.

ification for Project

There is a need for only one major modification and it is one that can

ted with little if any change of philosophy or intent of the project

nut it is important.

rOdif1Cdt1611 came from the development of interet in the project

that was generated in other plants. Originally the grant argued that only

one plaf,t wa. necessary to put the project into action. In fact, it was

felt it would strain the project too much to include more.

Interest. however, has been very impressive, and requests from other

plants began almost irnmedrately to come in. At first, it seemed a windfall
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of interest that posed more ill than good. The project tried to envisualize
(71

full operation with full schedule of courses and instructors at all of the

plant sites, and it was obvious that the funds were completely iaadeuuate.

But a solution was evident in the very nature of the demands that began to

come in. The demands--outside of the one major plant, Waller Parkersburg,

originally selected--were in most cases demands for single courses or, at

best, single packages of instruction. In every other way, the situation

and conditions were the same--a laboratory site furnished on the plant

premises, a student group derived from the work force, tuition paid by the

plant, enrollment and counseling the sameput as stated, for only one major

program or one major problem area. For example, in one case it was a series

of courses in English Composition, including Report Writing and Technical

Writing. In other cases, it was courses in Audio-Visual and Public Speaking

formance. Still in another it was Shop Math for purposes of applying with

action Control or Quality Control. In addition,a cadre or list of instruc-

tors was developed from which instructional talent for these and other such

courses could be picked on a one-time or one-project basis. So far, this

ras worked well.

this fashion, the project has negotiated and accomplished a series

cc,eses in Report Writing for American Cyanamid, another series in Audio-

Visual a-0 Public Speaking presentation for Borg-Warner. In addition, new

progrus .or this coming session are being planned: Speed Reading, Television

and akinq Performance, Creative Reading and Writing Projects for

Plant Persnnel, Sheet Metal Layout, Blueprint Reading, Business Letters and

Memorandums `(Jr industrial Administrators and on and on.
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Other Major Developments. ma jorYet another mor development has occurred,

this time in the portioniabelea "Long Term Objectives" the original proposal

(see page 6 of original proposal. It was considered that a major benefit

owirlt come from the project in that plant personnel miont be motivated by

tie plan! InstruLtionol eperlence to cegister and to uegin regular program!,

r college. Thus, a student who might otherwise never have thought or

ele-iagine a formal program, would be encouraged to begin ono perhaps eventually

N Finish complete program.

Not only nas this occurred, but in additional dimension to this idea

his appeared. This latter has to do with the Board of kegent's Degree,

available in West Virginia, whereby students may get credit for "life and

.-irafessional" experiencethrougn competency examination and documented

gain: -- toward a full four-year baccalaureate degree. An industrial plant

;tself as a (roust logical and natural source for this kind of

udent and potential degree. For example, one employee, employed in

":ndustrIal Engineering" at Walker Parkersburg, is readying thirty-three

ot Engineering employment and activity in this and other plants, as

:asis for a Board of Regent's degree. This student and others like him

re one sub;ect of a report from their instructor in the section entitled

T a), 3odification in this case has been in the fora, of added rewards

or advantages. With the extra plants working with the project on a one-

package at a time LidSiS, and with the project proceeding in full swing with

the original plant selected, it would seem that the project is getting

maximum visibiiity and achieving maximum impact not only on the educational
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prerjst. 1t is testing and challenfAn, but also on the surrounding collimunity

which this college is striving to serve with quality instruction.

end of this section

( 'C,
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Section Six

Budcet for Next, year, (FY l'ql)

The budget for next year is itemized on the form furnished. As can be

seen, tine funds have been rearranged to solve some of the problems oiscussed.

In this case, salaries for instructional personnel have been increased, in-

cluding the salary for the coordinator/counselor labeled Industrial Relations

Coordinator in this budget.

Less money has been budgeted for parati,.ofessional and clerical help,

and more money for Travel than previously considered.

The arguments for this adjustment were given in Part Four, entitled

Financial Status of Project. The travel figure given in this budget, includes

the trip to Washington dt d day for three days, and $25 ground travel and

round trip transportation for the Proiect Director's Meeting.

The school will continue to furnish the following funds:

Director of Laboratory on Campus

Fringe Benefits for all personnel hired

Additional instructional help when schedule
on campus allows it

Clerical/Typist support when needed

Printing and Duplication of Materials

17,800

3,000

5,500

3,000

*The college furnished one instructor for a three month pilot project
period beginning mid-May for this project and paid his salary from
institutional funds. Also clerical/typist support was furnished at
different times, including such support for this report. Printing
and duplication of materials were also donated. What is meant up
above is that the college will continue to commit itself to such
support the coming year on the pro-rated basis of what it has fur-
nished this year.

C.



Peimonnel

The bad'_Jet wi11 again support two full -Limt instructors ano one full-

time coordinator. this is the sane this vear has seen. Ont.!' protessional

nelp will be contracted uri a one-time, one-project basis as explained in

_,evtion of the report, dealing with the Financial Status of Pro,o(t c-ee

Conclusions at the end of Part Four. Financial Status of Project).

Funds for use for instructors on this or part time basis nas been inclAled

oudgeted in the professional total shown on the budget form. Itemized,

sional persorxel ureaks down in the foJowing ways:

Instructor ln tnolisn 2.500

Instructor in English $ 12,500

Coordinator and Part Tine Instructor 14,560

Fund for Additional Personnel on Contract Basis $ ;9,440

Travel

Tht,_ two cars rented the first year will form the besi,; for travel

expenses this second year. Yet, since the second car was not leased until

-id -yk-ac of this first year , it was Lonc.idered more economical to

-a,t al car rental companies bid on a projected eighteen-moi:th rental

period of second year of project) and simply absorb part of the travel

expenses or next year in this year's budget. The savings would then be

channeled to Instructional and paruproteiunal ',diaries, where the real

financial stress is on this budget. The rental fees projected for next year

are on the same n,11, of projected wiledge ,a ruinimum of 140 ladies a week)

and rental spec -"cation-, used for this year' (see rental contract and

Specifications used this year, in I,ppendix).



Nor-ProfeionAl Permonnel

It will be necessary to have some laboratory aid in the way of clerical

help and asY1,,tants-to-instructur!-- ft-t As badly as this help needed,

only one paraprofessional car be bacKeted under the limitation of the budget

already drrivud it for seLoHd year durink. prr-tunding ;he

sane with the clerical/typist aid. Itemized this means the following;

Paraprofessional ( $ 6,000

Clerk/Typist (1) F,000

end of this section



BUDGCT
1st Year Only

(11:. size format for each continuing year)

EMI=

A. Direct Costs:

1. Salaries & Wages

a. Professional
*

b. Consultant
*

c. Clcrical/Paraprefessional

2. Employee Benefits

. Travel
*

4. Materials 6 Supplies

5. Equipment (Purchase or Rental)`

. Production (Printing. Reproduction,
Audio- visual) 1

7. Other
*

B. Indirect Costs:

TOTAL

tutional Support (1st year total) $ 42,080

$ 59,000

500

12,000

- 0

6,000

2,400

- 0 -

- 0

0 -

- -

$ 79,900

to b_ detailed in Budget Narrative, if applicable.
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Section Seven

Impacts of the Project

I

It was considered by the project director, early in the planning, that

an attempt should be made to assess any impacts made by the project (see

point #6, parts a, b, and c in first part of section entitled Current Status

of Evaluation). The effort was made, therefore, to gather all the data that

might contribute to this kind of evaluation. Following are reports and data,

including some anecdotal narratives involving specific case histories, sub-

mitted by project personnel. It was felt that it would be best to include

them exactly as written without change or editorial comment. *

*Reports follow:

t
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IMPACTS REPORT FROM INSTRUCTOR -- Darryl Illecher

While in San Francisco I worked as a tutor for the Equal Opportunity

Program. This was right after receiving my Secondary Teaching Credential.

Well--the dichotomy was stark--two dimensional. I became aware that there

were many more advantages for the
one-to-one approach than could be said

for the traditional classroom approach. I began to speculate about the

possibility of large scale use of some form of this method; however, not

being a financial expert nor an administrator with access to current educa-

tional programs--my thoughts remained ethereal speculation.

When the FIPSE Project and I were introduced to each other my speculations

began to become reality. Here was my chance to teach, and watch my students

learn, faster, and to teach more, better, and with greater comprehension. One

of the greatest aides or catalysts to teaching is a sound emotional tie with

the student, one of trust and understanding. This sound emotional tie is

licit to effective teaching. The individual learning approach cuts the

wasted time incurred by traditional approaches to the grading process. This

is done by using the grading process as an active learning process.

Allow me to give a case in support of the individualized approach. To

preserve anonymity, I will call the student X. X is a woman. She works at

Walker Parkersburg Textron. She is an assembly line worker, and is about

thirty -five years old, married and divorced several times. When I first

met Ms. X, I learned that she lacked confidence in herself. Her lack was

great, so great that it affected her work in the industry and her leaininq

with our project. I was faced with an old problemdo I just go about

teaching and ignore this problem; and, can I really expect a normal. amount
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and of learning to tal.e place? In a traditional classroom, Ms. X's disability

would be considered within the realm of subjective learning and it would not

be proper to sacrifice time from the whole (classroom) in order to address

her particular problem. But with a one -to -ore approach--objective and sub-

jective learning can occur at the :,ale time and with greater frequence than

it a traditional classroom. At the end of the course Ms. X not only improved

her writing, she improved her self-image.

The dif erence between scheduling classes as part of the work day and

scheduling classes after the work day is not extremely subtle. Generally,

found that those students who took classes during their forty hour week had

some trouble making the transition from the work to the class knowing they

were to return to work; however, they did enjoy the fact that the industry

(American Cyanamid) paid for their time within the class. Many of these

students were not in the class voluntarily. And for those who took the class

after their work day (Walker Parkersburg Textron) many times they were tired,

but since they all volunteered to take the classes they didn't mind the time

spent in class nor their tiredness. On the whole I would recommend that

classes be taken voluntarily. Whether the classes be part of the work day

or not well --I'm sure the students would enjoy the company paying for the

class and for their time also.

Ind of report

m
II I.
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'PACT:: REPORT Fkor INSTkaTOP -- Pay ;.1-11u1

Tre .PSE/:ND-CAMP Project seems to have ;fade impacts in several vas

ctrectly related to instructional concepts ano INethods. of tnL

input areas are: 1) the instructors previous concepts of teaching and

learning; 2) course content and; student motivation. A closer look

at eacn of the areas brings into focus the specialized nature of the

total concept of the on-plant-site educational process.

Instructor out-put and performance are usually correlated closely

to his /her previous concepts of teaching and learning. Research

indicates strongtly that instructors generally teach by using many

of the methods and techniques they encountered as a learner and therefore

find it difficult to radically change their pre-learned habits of instruc-

tions. It therefore becomes necessary to give considerable attention

personnel hired to perform individualized instruction as it is

often difficult to re-orient or retrain the instructor. The FIPSE/IND-

LAMP Project has beer, indeed fortunate to secure personnel with knowledge

of and training in the specifics of individualized instruction methods.

A second major impact area for instructors is course content. As

the individual learning/teaching process deviates somewhat from the

normal, traditional classroom approach, materials need to be specially

icapted or designed to fit the individual student.

This concept is a departure from accepted practice of providing

each student in a class with the sme quantity and quality of materials.

of the materials used in the IND-CAMP project required major re-

ning or modification before adoption at the plant site This was

less true for the Shop Math I course mainly because of previous modifi-

,:!llor, ,Jer.formed on the materials at the Individual Learning Center at

"'Ifs
1



a
Parkersburg Community College. Through articulation with the I.L.C.

much of the laborious task of design and development was minimized by

the direct transportation of math materials to the off-campus laboratory

site. ?lath related materials used at the plant site are as follows:

) a course syllabus prepared specifically for individualized lear'hing

methods, 2) supplementary hand out material to offer special assistance

in areas found to be especially difficult during individual study, 3)

Pre -post and Unit Tests designed to aid the instructor and student in

making decisions about material to be omitted or other areas needing

additional attention.

The accessiblity of the above materials and resources greatly

aided the implementation process of math instructors at the plant site.

Another major concern of the plant site instructor is the subject

of student motivations. Is it possible to keep a student motivated

in the individualized learning setting with less than desired physical

facilities and high fatigue levels brought to the class after an eight

hour day in the factory. One demonstration of the ability of course

work to hold students is the drop out rate which is less than twenty-two

per cent of the total number of students who were enrolled during the

first semester at Walker/Parkersburg. This would seem to indicate a

hign level of motivation on the part of students who enrolled.

Another indicator of student motivation is the FIPSE course

evaluation instrument administered to participants in classes. The

results of the survey (see Figures 2a and 2h) shows that student needs

sere being met and most said they would sign up for additional course

work if it were offered.

I



Human interest stories and personal aspirations also became known

as the classes progressed. Student A who was enrolled in Shop Math I

admitted that he nad always wanted to learn math but was afraid of the

stigma of failure attached to the traditional class room. Treated as
Az.

one adult individual, however, he progresses well after receiving

assurance tnat emphasis was being placed on solving problems and

learning rather than talking about blame for failure in performance.

Student X progressed well and continued to improve both in performance

and confid.re in himself.

This anecdotal record could be repeated several times using other

students as examples which seems again to indicate the positive effect

of individual instruction.

End of report



IMPACTS W,PORT FROM INSTRUCTOR -- John Caserta

My teaching activities in the FIPSE Program this past semester have

developed their own special character. There were several important

facets that formed the binding of my FIPSE format.

The first concerned the diversification of the human group involved

in the inception of the project. There were approximately seventeen

students, ranging from twenty-four to sixty years of age and consisting

of management personnel, supervisors, common factory workers, an industrial

engineer, a draftsman, and a carpenter, all of whom successfully completed

one of severa language courses in English Composition, Technical Writing,

Business Communications, Report Writing, and Problem Solving.

The second factor, and most critical, was the orientation and

odoction of my own descriptive learning environment techniques

which I cultivated depending on each student's own immediate needs and

desires rather than employing the usual prescriptive set-up and procedures

which generally define the traditional classrooms. I felt the fostering

of such a traditional learning climate would neglect the student's parti-

cular needs and problems, strangle the effectiveness of my teaching

abilities in such an unconventional situation, and hamper the survival of

the group's interests in the learning process.

The third, and also quite critical consideration which determined

the uniqueness of my format's binding, was the emphasis that I knew must

be put into achieving teacher-student relationships which had to be open

and friendly in order to create an atmosphere conducive to learning. I

felt one of the major strengths of my teaching hinged on avoiding or

creating any kind of hreateniny situation for the students. I believed



the more relaxed and receptive the students felt, the more : would be

dole to encourage the learning of positive attitudes and self-confidence,

and develop an independence in each student so he felt\tnat whatever he

needed to learn could be learned and useful to him and in his Job.

Onc if the techniques I used to develop and keep up this "open-

relationship" with each student was to continuously insist he participate

in helping me design and redesign the course he was taking, and constantly

urge him to discuss with me the setting of both his short and long range goal%

throughout the courses. By doing this I was able to show the student he

was initiating nis own learning process and involving himself in a

realistic learning situation.

The final was that I spent over four hundred invidivualized hours

of teaching time over a fourteen week span. This did not include time

spent in course preparation and various busy work and necessary reports

required to keep the project and classes running smoothly.

The freedom to tailor a course to fit the particular needs of the

student and the challenge of relating to the student on a one-to-one

oasis hay become an exciting, creating and rewarding experience for me

and mj students. At the end of the semester most of my students reported

e that they felt the courses were well-designed, worthwhile, stimulating,

1, and that they learned more ihP,o they had eApected to. Most of my

students felt that the flexible teaching methods and individualized

dctional techniques that I used were the key to their doing well

lr courses. They commented that their courses had realistic goals

e organized around their everyday experiences. A few students
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remarked that it was difficult sone days after working eight hours at

their jobs to come into classes, but few ever missed classes.

With the exception of one or two, roost of my students are returning

again this coming semester for more course work. Several of my students:

Dave Caull, Jerome Wareheim, Bobby Twyman, Carole Sandy, and Bill Young

have asked if it will be possible to take more than one course from me

next semester and said they were willing to pay for the additional courses

themselves. They have expressed interest in literature courses and other

writing courses.

Last semester's F:PSE courses have generated quite a bit of enthusiasm

and many students on their own initiative have enrolled in additional

courses at Parkersburg Community College which are not offered by the

FIPSE project. And a few are seriously considering returning to college

to work toward a degree. A prime example is Wilson Caldwell. Wilson is

in his mid-fifties and has over thirty years industrial engineering

experience. He has been going to college off and on for thirty-five years

and has earned close to sixty hours-of college credit. Wilson, a student

in my Business 146 class, is an excellent student, a good writer, and a

quick learner. Wilson enjoyed my course and felt it was the definite

factor which renewed his educational interests. I introduced Wilson to

the BOR degree program offered at PCC which allows qualified individuals

to earn an equivalent number of college credits for work experience, skills,

---)bies and other valuable knowledge learned through their living experiences.

lson immediately put himself to the task of earning his BOR degree and

more than likely he will become an excellent And successful candidate

in the vuy near future.
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douever, Wilson Caldw(11, who is an t ,t.ellent learner, is not ,fy

t. )ical F:PSE st'ident. Eut neither is Henry 3eech exactly my typical

student. Henry is significant because he represents many of the

irdividualizea learning and language Problems, my average students haw, ,

all roiled into one person. In example, Hilda Harrison is in her forties,

avvraqi.. intelligence, a pour writer, but can recognize a well-written

sentence and knows where to use a period. Richard Nest is a supervisor

-1 nis mid-thirties, of average intellegence,but has trouble writing a

iloar, conci sentence and uses punctuation and grammar rule, incorrectly.

-lice Sturm, a ,upervisor near forty, above average in intelligence but an

average writer, nas difficulty in organization, transition and with wordiness

of expression.

At the beginning of the semester Henry manifested all of these

language and learning problems and mare, besides being a poor reader.

,Ienry, fifty years of age, has been employed for the past seve -al years

as a carpenter for Walker/Parkersburg, and enrolled in my Problem Solving

and '._ecision Making course which was to be work related He lacked self-

.-et.fidence, was rather quiet and shy, and at first, kept himself isolated

one corner of the clas..room away from the other students.

seemed evident that Henry lacked the advantages of any worthwhile

rcr. education. After a few r_';scussions with henry in an attempt tr

some of h15 problems, I realized Henry had a high natural

0. What he didn't know about "boo'x learning", Henry made

nis carpenry and mechanical skills and in his knowledge of

wicul tore.



Henry and I both agreed one of his problems was to learn to write

better, that learning to write better would be worth learning, and

that Henry would be expected to take an active role in helping MP

figure out the best way to acnieve our course goals. Knowing Henry's

iimitations, I completely discarded the traditional grammar approach

which basically would only serve in prescribing rules that Henry couldn't

possibly respond to since learning such things as "a noun is a name

word", etc. would have no meaning for Henry or help him to learn to

write a coherent sentence.

I convinced Henry that if he learned to write better he would be

able to express himself more clearly to ether people, and in turn he

would feel better about himself. So Henry and I devised a course in which

he would, first, pick out "a target of importance" and then using a

tape recorder verbally identify and express the importance of his purpose

for complaining about specific problems which he felt may be related

to ,i life, job, or immediate needs.

Henry's first "target recording" zeroed in on the problems he was

naving with his carpenter shop, and their related importar to him

aro his job. I then played the tape hick several times for Henry

pointing out such things as his grammatical mistakes and sentence

errors. After this we re-taped the carpenter shop problems again

;-,ayirg particular attention to the previous errors he had made.

Finally, when it sounded good enough we then began writing several

rc)ugn drafts from the tape until we hao a final paper which expressed

,::edriy and coheren'l; the problems with his carpenter shop.

_-.nown to me, Henry submitted his paper to a "Better Idea Programs"

(J.)
N...., )



at Walker/Parkersburg and he was awarded a gift of several tnousand,

top value stamps for tne significant improver ents recommended in his

paper about his carpenter shop.

i used other modes of instruction Henry throughout the course

besides the tape-writing session',. By ti.0 end of the semester Henry

was getting a feel for the language and could write a fairly improved

,,aper compared to his aborted writing attempts at the beginning of the

course. Henry's reading became better and there Was a remarkable improve-

ment urn his self-confidence and his trust in his learning abilities.

Henry still has serious language problems which can be eventually

improved through several more remedial and developmental courses.

Henry has an immense desire is le3rn znd such courses in individi-

dualized instruction provide students scch as Henry with important

purposes for learning because they realize they are related to their

everyday lives.

Lid f report]

end of this section -
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Section Eight

Problems Encountered in Project

Predictably, tne project has experienced certain difficulties and

problems. The problem:, diffiLultie% are interesting and, in their

Way, quite instructive. It is for this reason that it was felt that a

particular section should be included in this report, describing these

and some of the "lessons", as it were, that these have taught the personnel

involved.

Plant Reaction

An industrial plant can be and is a world of its own. Its environment

of production schedules and manufacturing of products can be quite foreign

to an academic type or to the traditional professional educator.

One of the main difficulties in projects of this kind, in fact, is

due to the difference between these two worlds. In a plant(and in industry,

in general), there is a pragmatic--let's-seeitwork, first--attitude.

Speculation as a basis for planning is frowned upon. The attitude is to

comeit one's self and one's activities in a clear line of procedure and

not to woculGte too much en potential activities or procedures that will

change under certain circumstances or are left "open-ended" for possible

3 n c;

Too, there is a conservatism that is surprising unless one has had

experience in industry or business. "Going off the deep end" on "wild

is a condition to be guarded against and one that will surely

(Jr.
1/4.1 ..1



happen it too mu a chantie is attempted in too little time. One is reminded

that the academic community has been criticized and, in fact, satirized and

caricaturized for its own "moss-back" conservatism and devotion to tradition.
To a member of the academic community who may have taken such criticism to
heart and has led himself to believe that all the world outside of academia

goes at a faster and more flexible pace, a visit to a plant with a project

such as this should be quite instructive.

In industr,,,,, conservatism is combined with "locked-in" thinking at

times, also. There are certain stock concepts, for example, that industry

takes for granted and finds it difficult to relinquish. For example,

professors teach "classes", classes meet at certain hours, and professors

usually lecture from a "textbook", make "assignments" and "grade" papers.

Most everybody who has attended school recoonizes the stock situation just
described. But the surprise for the project personnel comes in how diffi-

cult it has beeo in certain cases to break this kind of stereotype thinking,,

even when different and
innovative alternatives were carefully explained.

It had been expected that industry would welcome a change in the pattern of

the old traditional methods of education--doubly
so when one considers how

o many in industry and business will privately admit of their doubts

regarding education ability to meet their needs.

But ,t has been noticed that not oily do industry personnel in certain

cased subscribe to stock concepts, bu_t they view susuiciously the in!la-

____,,howtive or the neN that is being pro,.osed.
Not that this is an overt or

actually expressed reaction, but it is there in the subtle but obvious

dscomfort :nd reluctance when the new procedures are discussed. But only



'1-1 The other side of Coin 1!) the (11110, unhesitatino willinnness

for the same group to accept an innovated concept once it has begun to

prove itself even remotely. Here is where industry rises to meet expec-

tations.

These observations on conservatism do not hold true specifically for

ani one plant or any one group but are, instead, a generalized condition

ex)%tinii in subtle but observable ways in ihany situations. In fact, an

interesting point can be made in this respect as well mainly, that in-

d,istry contains a fr of backgrounds that in itself is impressive,

especially where key personnel are concerned , and even in the administra-

tive areas where e certain kind of background might he assumed. Backurou-ds

range from the self-made, old war-horse type, self-taught, capable, and keen

([hit without the college degree) to the keenly alert, sophisticated, and

impressive Harvard graduate executive and leader.

Nevertheless, it is the latter the well educated executive who is

the easier' to explain to and to reach. And this has been fortunate since

cases he is also the chief administrator or close to such a positio

In the plant around which this project has been built--Walker Parkersburg,

of Textron--the project has been extremely fortunate in the ser-

cas and cooperation of the President of this plant, in this respect.



ari c.perienced, he has been invaluable. There has been

no reluctance for tne innovative parts of the project nor for the unusual

oases of its operation. Explanations of the projects aims and interests

are ho sooner given, they are understood. Quick _mphatic action is taken

where al,iht Lourdinatiun 1', concerned, and to this one person alone much

of tne credit for the success of this project to date can be charged.

Yet such a person is more atypical than typical. Furthermore, this

is not the kind of person that is likely to be fiiling the mid-wananement

or foreman or supervisory positions wherein the long run the project

nas to make its impact. So that by and large the conservatism and stereo-

typed thinking is a problem that must be continuously evaluated and worked

Oh.

1,i; this is by way of observation and by way of explanation of the ways

r ch 0 urujeLt such as this may fail. For even if plant and industry

Jersohhe ore prone to stock concepts and stock thinking where such areas

as C':_ii;e":e professors and college courses are concerned, they are still

nard-bargaining, "show-me" individuals. So that it becomes

/er7 inportant that project personnel who are also p,ofessional educators

'y :neo their own "stock" concepts of themselves. They must learn to

OireLtly and clearly ano with what may be unaccustomed bluntness and

to comlit themselves. They rust inspect themselves for what

ease become unconscious "scholarly remoteness" or, as it may be seen,

rcft:,sior,al vanity or ego. They must even be willing to change their vocabulary

is Lon filled with educational Jargon; dndfinally, but most impor-

-thy must make a genuine attempt to fore a person-to-person relationship.



.er.,cnnel in indw.tty are ultra 5en5itive and quite sentiriental about ritual

friendship and the actions and "small-talk" that go with it. They are quick

to recognize a rebuff on this level, and will retreat, sometime permanently,

from the negotiations even as they may continue politely to participate in

it.

iur this reason, one cannot ima(iine a more different or unlikely twosome

--trdn Industry and Education. And here, perhaps, is where much of the

mi..uIr "i"-r' tandinr and pour relationz, ,tern between these two. Industry

sets Education as impractical, vague, and at time vastly arrogant nroup,

sto]pc in theory tou mucr and who, therefore, cannot tie b-ought to a single

conclusion in any discussion. Education, in turn, sees a narrow-minded,

_ iy 0,utivated, materialistric individual who wants too many guarantees

an=7, KU; will not deal in subtlities of thought.

The aim of the project personnel and particularly of the project director

to avoid such stereotype thinking from the beginning and to strip

therlselves of their own stereotype ideas for the opposite side. The result

5o f,ai'-nris been a genuine admiration for each other and a happy and productive

,,orklq,-. relationship.

,c enze Between Plant Managewent Styles

ec, another interesting problem for the project has sprung from what

evident in the differences in management styles and how the

affect the project. One plant, it has been found, can differ

si nificantlf from another not 001/ in the way line and staff relation-

ollowed but in the manner and way decisions are reached.
_ _ _



For exami le, at OPL Plant trig: major aecisions for all pruiect activity

nave been reached by discussions and meetings between project personnel and

the chief administrator of the plant and hip, top officials. In yet others,

project personnel have dealt with Li sinule person, usually the training

officer or pegspo in charge of personnel development. In the latter case,

aiscussions have been held also, but then long periods have ensued during

which the plant administration are supposedly being given time to discuss

among themselvec and to reach a decision that can be conveyed back to project

personnel. The result is a tedious and time consuming, also it is a proce-

dure that tends to stifle creative thinking and solutions.

In yet another area, the plants differ markedly--mainly, in the worker

or student that will be released for the project and the course work studied.

In one plant--the major plant with which the project has worked--the full

aim of the project in terms of variety of courses and of work personnel

involved has been achieved. In yet others, however, the decision on the

same things- -which courses and who attends them--has been decided by the

administration of the plant; not only that but the personnel to attend the

course nave been hand-picked and "told" to attend.

Tnis latter way of doirr things was immediately felt by the project

teaching personnel. A student told that he must attend certain educational

sessions to improve himself is nut as tractable or as positively motivated

-torre

t4o or three weeks, under these circumstances until the more reluctant

t

Yine.i began 1% be attracted by the very fact that it was helping them and that

toe FirOjuLt was, indeed, an opportunity. The final reactions from these



3t.,:ent; fur evaluation purposes, therefore, do not show this dissatisfaction.

But it was there at first, and it was noted. At the prt__Jit time, in meetings

neld within the last week of this writing, it has been decided that such a

oractice is not finally productive. And this is the strength of industry.

Its willinTless to review and to change. Thus, in the second period it has

been decided to offer a variety of course work and "encourage" personnel to

attend but not "tell" them they must. The same with the course choices.

Problems like this have been noted and their eventual solution may

come slow or fast. However, the fact remains that much will depend upon the

management style and upon the ways a plant will discuss and make decisions--

at least those decisions dealing with the project itself.

Still a third problem, stemming in the main also from managemen,

techniques, has to do with the "training officer" which the majority of

industry now have. Here is a peripatetic, broad-based, active and hard

working person whose job as specific as it has been able to define it--is

to concern himself with the professional improvement of personnel. This may

far) frog subjective material to straight data consumption. For example,

anj cjiven industry may have a variety of areas in which special information

,ust ne transmitted or "taught". In fact, in this case, the resources for

st.cr.studjare enormous in industry. These operations are literally the

within industry which have taken over the function of educating

striaT-personnel in the way that they (industry, i.e.) feel others can

rc,t do or will not do. The threat of the "proprietary school" Education

spe ut exactly this area. The training officer as a working member

fld,i;try fits exactly into this framework.
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in 11.any ways, the entire concept of a training officer in industry is

commentary on industry's feelings and opinions regarding Education, espe-

cially postsecondary education, in this country. In effect, industry has

taken over the responsibility and function of educational institutions for

their own purposes in the cre&tion of this office. Their public reason for

doing so is that only this way can they train personnel in the "unique" ways

or--as often put--"in the way we want things done". And a lot of discussion

often follows to the effect that "we just happen to be a little bit different

in some of the things we do from the others".

Yet investigation will show in most cases that there is of this

difference between plants as claimed, especially in some of the traditional

areas of concern that they try to effect their trainingcourses and train-

ing dealing not only with interpersonal values and relationships but the

whole host of skills which follow writing, speaking, communicating, analyz-

ing and evaluating and gathering data, and problem solving and decision

raking. The same with even the more mechanical skills such as blueprint

drafting and reading, quality control, computer programming, keypunching,

sho:,; math, metal layout and the whole line of such teachable skills. They

are not all that different as industry tries to claim. They are hard core

subjects found in all colleges and universities.

Tne painful conclusion, therefore, that perhaps industry has lost faith

Education and has decided to go its own, may be more than speculation at

;.doirt. It may be a reality. In fact, as long back as the late 150's,

Irc',stry was threatening to do just this .cry thing. M. Steel, General

and others were specific in their disenchantment.
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The project director of this project remembers very well meetings with

industry in which statements to this effect were bluntly made. U.S. Steel

at one such meeting bluntly told the teaching and administrative faculty of

one large university in the industrial Northwest, in which the project

director was present, the following: "We send a potential employee to your

institution not because we ourselves cannot teach him to be an engineer and

a good one--but because we feel that with you he learns not only engineering

but the other skills he must have--speaking and writing and the rest."

Then followed ominously by the remark: "Unless this happens though,

we would rather teach them ourselves and we will."

The remark has come to pass, and it is orobably not too difficult to

predict that, soon, even the-engineering training as well as the whole of

the liberal education will be done or attempted by industry.

And the point is that the basis for this possibility lies very much,

one can see, in the concept of a "training officer". So far, industry has

found itself short even so, with these attempts, especially when it comes

to the actual teacher and the actual course content and/or syllabus. This,

in turn, has caused an entire industry to spring up-- I am speaking now of

such operations as Advanced Systems, Incorporated, a firm that is now

internationally engaged in producing nothing but education packages mostly

on television tape--with the best instructors and/or experts on the subject

(by industry standards) and with step-by-step "coordinators's guides" for

the training officer to follow.

It has not led to a Quality performance, and for this Lducation can be

'I



But neither has it entirely failed.

The reason for making all this clear at this po,nt of the report is

thofolc-- it is precisely this concept of industry's view of "teaching

which this project has directly challenged, and 2) it is the

training officer" which in many cases has been the project's major

diplomatic" problem.

The two points are clearly related. It is the training officer who

is directing industry's effort to teach or train itself. The project, of

course, is in a sensitive position, therefore.

In the case of one plant, it has been impossible to deal with anyone

ne plant's administrative staff except the training officer. This is

Jnderstandable from the training officer's view since it makes it possible

car him to be fully acquainted and--in many ways--fully in control of the

Jlant's part in the proposal. This gives him a feeling of involvement and

,:ontribution, and rightly so.

,ne problem which it poses, however, is clearly evident when compared

to the central plant with which the project is working. Here, in the latter,

tre enure top rhanagement team and some mid-management as well are involved.

:zlementation of all activity is accomplished only after extensive

Jri and "brainstorming" for alternatives and options have t,1 place.

apclgies, the result is a better quality program, t: rector

.eves. 4ith a plant where only the training officer represents the

involved, there is less opportunity for a real trading of ideas.
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fficer is by necessity auarded and cautious; he finds it necessary to

dautle check frequently with his supervisors (sometimes over an extended ----,

period of time); and he is more set in his opinions probably as a conse-

quence of his own "middle-ma," position--and even more difficult to persuade.

In fact, it is often the case where the entire uniqueness of the proposal

nas to be carefully, cautiously explained since it is obvious that these

plant representatives are far more conservative in their ideas of instruc-

tion than the project personnel.

At this point, the project has begun to gain more trust and more

credibility with the training officers it has had to deal with. Whether

the trust will lead to as full cooperation and interchanae as has occurred

th the main plant in the proposal (Walker Parkersburg) where direct

contact has been achieved with top manaaement is another question entirely.

but that cannot be answered at present.

professional and Interpersonal Relationships

Yet another area of interest but of difficulty is in the area of

interpersonal relationships where prcfessional line and staff relationships

are also involved. Thus, it was found that if an employee in a supervisory

;capacity is enrolled in the project, that it is important that those sub-

ordinate to him or under his supervision are not also present at the same

. Comparison of work being done, treatment of one over the other by

tne instructor, even the very subject being studiedall these became

fraught, with potential discord or discontent.

Still another point in this area has developed. It has become obvious
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that the instructors as well as the counselor in the project are being used

as a means of making a point with the administration. In this respect,

therefore, it has become clear that some of the comments, some of the

reactions, are calculated to reach administrative ears. But at the same

me, a problem has developed in trying to ascertain which are and which

are not, because obviously some confidences are nuite sensitive in content

and expression. The whole problem is as much an expression of the success

the project personnel had experienced in gaining student confidence and

gust, as it is a question of being used as a channel of communication.

It was finally decided to broach the question to the chief adminis

of the Walker Parkersburg plant. Predictably, he was fully cooperative and

interested. It was his view that he would let the project people decide

what to pass on what not to pass on.

And they have. And it has been successful. In certain cases, direct

contact has been made with the student's supervisor and "suggestions" made

a part of written assignments. Changes have been proposed in procedure and

to the delight of everyone concered--accepted and implemented. In one case,

a prize was even won for the best suggestion of the monthall as part of

e student's_ written work. It is_a tribute not only to the instructors

who have handled it so well, but t6 the plant and its administrative flexi-

bility.

So far, these are all major problems which have emerged to a point

where a solution seems possible before the project's end. But there are

other problems which pose difficulties which as yet have not been resolved.
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Some Problems Yet to be Resolved

For example, it is most difficult to design courses for industry's

needs when these needs strain the existing philosophy which guides Education.

At present, there are many taboos one has to he careful in handling: Formal

testinn of the traditional kindmainly, essay and objective; use of 1

blockt of time such as quarters, semesters, even formal blocks of credit

And the demands that most institutions make of those seeking accredited

study; the traditional set syllabi, even the traditional preoccupation with

slavish adherence to pre-set syllabiall these set ways of doing things

-ome brittle and unwiel -dly instruments with which to deal with industry's

desire for swift planning and its short span of interest:

Ponderous machinery involving computer records, traditional forms in

_registration and procedures which seem so logical to on-campus personnel

working in the mainstream of activity, become obstacles and causes for

replanning. Industrial personnel have enormous respect for channels of

-procedure and set ways of doing things; they look upon educational institu-

tions, especially postsecondary institutions, as models to emulate in this

respect. Nevertheless, they are somewhat surprised and disappointed to

find that colleges in general are as form-ridden and difficult to move

as their own organizations. It is not a fair appraisal on their part, but

they often make such an appraisal.

The problem which all this leads to is the problem of developing a

program and/or series of courses swiftly and effectively. Such work rAould

start from first indication of "need" expressed by the plant, to a swift

and final implementation of instruction and instructors and the full



satisfaction of the need expressed. At this point, the "turn-around-time

the project has taken for such production is entirely too lone. And it is

also fair to say that a majority of the problem lies in the ponderousness

of the academic side of the project not in individuals and personalities or

si,v6ific areas (everyone has been the model of cooperation in this college)

but in the very fabric and mechanism of hew a college _aar collegeoperates.

Still also pending solution is the question whether or not the actual

claims or convictions_upon which this project ishased can actually be justi-

fied. It has not so emerged that this crucial question can yet be answered.

There are the problems involving the rigidity of philosophies on both sides.

n such rigidity and differences of philosophies reajly be bridged, in the

1 analysis. Then there is the serious problem, as it has been developing

so far, of the difficulty of inserting "training" and "education" squarely

within the context of a plant's daily operation. Can it be done, successfully

in the long run? The workers themselves have found that their fatigue is much

more noticeable than at an actual on-campus session. Also their concentration

on their specific jobs is so demanding they find it almost impossible and

certainly frustrating to break it in the very midst of it (as in the case

of those taking students during their regular work schedule) or to put it

aside so quickly afMr the shift_ends. In fact, this last problem has only

begun to make itself felt, due mainly to the success of the instructional

staff to keep their instruction interesting and appealing. But like the

proverbial tip of the iceberg, its force is beginning to surface. What its

final impact will, is yet unclear.

(lc



All this means, of course, that the project has made an :portant step

launching the first major period of study with all its problems of

personalities, philosophies, and traditional conservatism, And it has its

task well cut out for the future.

- end of this section -
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